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CHICAGO, Ill. 
NEWS 

- D. 461,357 -
CHICAGO METIOPoUTAN ARE°' 

OCT ··s 1969 

/:3-.4ay conf er~nce 

r ~lr op clerics discuSS-
\ :~~levancy . of religion' 
·sy James H. Bowman 
' II•"· , 

:Dajly News Religious Editor 

I 
Charles Davis, professor of Msgr. Vincent Yzermans. re- · 
theology at the University of cently resigned editor or the na
Edmonton (Alberta) and for· tional catholic weekly Our 

: }\tJDSON, Wis. - "The mer Roman Catholic ·priest- Sunday Visitor, now a Free-
Relevancy ol 0 r g an i zed theologian _in England. · port, Minn. pastor. 

' Rel~giori - an Agenda for the Three more speakers will be THE GEORGE D. Dayton 
F~~~" is the subject of a heard Tuesday: the ~ev. ~- Foundation of Minnispolis is 
~-day conference beginning dre"". Young, executive vice sponsoring the conference, 
here Monday. president of the ~ which is discussing "the prob-
· .. Forty-four invitees, most of Christian L ea de rs hi P Con-" lems and challenges of organ
ihem churchmen, heai-d two ference; the . ~ev. ~ndr~ . ized religion in the United. 
speakers Monday: the Rev. Greekley, a pnest-soc1ologist States today" according to a 

. b~ed at the U~versity of spokesman. ' 
E:u~~ne Carson Blake, geJ1eral Chicago and _Rabbi Marc. Tan- The three women attending 
secretary of the World CounRecvil ne~b~um, d1re:ctor of inter- the conference are Sister Mary 
of .Churches, and the • rehgi~us affa~ for . the Luke, superior of the Sisters of 

Am~ncan .tt_w.!$. .... Committee. Loretto; Cynthia W¢el, of the 

I DISCUSSIONS f o 11 ow i.n g Jnstlbl~ for Applied Behavior
ea.tjl of the talks will be led l>Y al ~lences, W~gton, D_.C., 
the Rev. Arthur R. McKay, and Abigail Van. -~· o~ 
preSident ot McCormick . "pear Abby" fame. 
Theological Seminary, in Robert Powell, immedia1e 
Chicago. pa,st president of the National 

The Rev. James P. Shannon, Student Assn.; J!ayward Hen· 
former Roman Catholic aux- ry, national chamnan of the 
iliary bishop of. st. Paul and Black· Unirarian Unlyersalist 
no·w1 Vice president of st. Caucus, and Bobby Richard
John's College santa Fe son, former New York Yankee 

l N.M., will .be 'one or thos~ baseball plaY.er, are also · at-
; joining in discussion. tending the conference. 

Others iii.elude: Cat ho l I c 
writer John Cogley: National 
Council of Churches Presidenr 
Arthur S. Flemming (fonner 
secretary of health, education 
and welfare); Presiding 
Episcopal Bishop John E. 
Hines; Lutheran Church in 
America President Dr. Robert 
J. MarshaJI; Catholic editor 
Philip ScbaIJ>er; top Pres
byrerian officials th~ Rev. 1 
John Coventry Smith and 
William P. Thompson;. Yale 
Divinity School Dean the Rev. 
Colin W. Williams (formerly 
University of Chicago IDivinity 
school program director); 



RABBI ADVOCATES 
NHW INSTITUTIONS 

Seeks to Involve Youths in 
Jewish Organizations 

By EDWARD B. FISKE 
Spj'Ci&t to Tiie New Tart: Tlma 

HUDSON,. Wis., Oct. 7-An 
official of the American Jewish 
Committee said today that many 
young Jews avoided involve
ment in Jewish ·organizations 
because they felt compelled to 
choose between "Jewjshness 
and concern for mankind." 

The official, Rabbi Marc H. 
Tannenbaum, called for the ere- · 
ation of "new movements and l 
institutions" that would enable l 
such young people to become f! 
involved, as Jews, in issues like ~ 
the urban and racial crisis. ~ 
· His own organization has al- l' 

ready made a start in this di- "' 
rection, he said, through the >-;· 
creation of the Natio'nal Jewish 
Urban Foundation, which seeks 
to aid Jewish and other poor, 
and a new relief organization ~ 
to be known as Jewish World 
Service. 

Spea.1<s at Conference 
Rabbi Tannenbaum made his I: 

remarks at a conference·. ond '.i.,: 
"The Relevancy of Orgamze ~ 
Religioill-an Agenda for the il1 
Future." The three-day co~fer- li' 
ence, which opened yesterday i 1 

under the sponsorship of the f~i 
George o. Dayton Foundation, 
is being attended by 48 Protes
tant. Jewish and Rom.an Catha- i 
Uc religious leaders. t~ 

Among the participants are l! 
the Rev. Eugene Carson Blake, l!l 
general secretary of the World 
Council of Churches; Hayward 
Henry. chairman of the Black · 
Caucus of the Unitarian-Uni- li ~ versalist Association, and for-

1
. 

mer Catholic Bishop James P. ~ 
Shannon, vice president of St. · 
John's College in Santa Fe, ·1· 

N. M. , 
In his paper Rabbi Tannen· ~ 

baum declared that many young! ,~4 
Jews regarded a .. high level of 
Jewish commitment" as anti
thetical both to the values or [f 
the academic community a~d to ~:''.·. 
a profound social conscious· l! 
ness. 

'Anti-Middle Class' 
"The student ethic is anti

middle class;" he said, "and 
the Jewis.'l community organi
zations are heavily middle 
class. The Jewish community 
organizations and synagogal in- I 
stltutibns · appear to be per
ceived by Jewish young people · 
as structured mainly around 
ritual and money-raising and 
silent oc most issues of interest 
an<l concern to students." 

To the extent that such in
stitutions do speak or act on 
these issues, he continued, 
"they do not appear to offer 
any significant advantage over 
secular · organizations which 

· share similar concerns." 
Rabbi Tannenbaum, who is 

director of interreligious affairs . . 
for the American Jewish Com
mittee, said such alienation had 
brought about a "counter-cul- ' ! 
ture" among Jewish youths. 

He noted; for instance, the 
recent establishment of the 
Havurat Shalom, an experi
mental seminary in Cambridge, 
Mass., and the creation of ~ 
Jewish social action bodies tft 
with names such as Fellowship ~i 
for Action and the Jewish Lib- ~l 
eration Project.I.· 

Rabbi Tannenbaum express- ·': 
ed confidence that the Jewish. . 
community was capable of 
creating institutions that would · 
attract the loyalty of Jews. ·~ 
The "basic moral principles of 
Judaism" and the "historic ex
perience of Jewry," he sajd, 
are relevant to issues like Viet
nam, apartheid, nuclear dis
armament an economic devel
opment. 

One encouraging sign, he 
said, was the formation in 
June, 1968, of the American 
Jewish Emergency Relief Ef
fort for Nigeria-Biafra. This ef· 
fort, backed by 23 major na
tional Jewish groups, raised 
$350,000 and distributed 500 
tons of relief supplies for vic
tims of the civil war. The ef
fort was conducted in coopera
tion with Protestant and Cath
olic agencies. I 
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Rabbi Sees Need 
For 'New Youth'· 

By DON AHERN 
Staff Writer 

effective vehicles for serious seen," referring to them as 
J e w i s b participation 'in products of the modern tech· I 
American Society and in nological mind set. ' 

HUDSON, Wis. - The New 
Youth is infecting Judaism 
as well as the Christian ethic, 
according to Rabbi Marc 
Tanenbaum, director of itr· 
terreligious affairs for the 
American Jewish Committee, 
who presentedi paper here 
Tuesday night at the Confer
ence on the Relevancy of Or· 
ganized Religion. 

world proble':lls. "The New Youth is not just 
Tanenbaum noted that in an age bracket," he said, 

the conviction that Judaism "but a New Man - with-his j 
can make a contribution in own style of thought, his own 
the contemporary struggle to priorities and a different way : 
humanize life, a number of -of seeing himself . . Churches I 
the Jewish people have set don't have much that be 
about to create, together with thinks he needs - even if we 
Jewish youth leaders, two think we can't get along witb
new structures which hope- out them - and certainly the 
fully will become responsive ·Churches h_ave nothing he 
to the new needs: can't do without." 

The first is a national Jew-
He said American Jewry ish Urban- Foundation, which 

and other established reli· will become a vehlcle for 
gions are deeply implicated leaderahip training and com-
in the revolu- ~ · - '~ munity organization workfor 
tion which is .~ the young, while serving and 
challenging or- aiding the Jewish poor and 
ganiza ti 0 na 1 the poor and ~eprlved of oth· structures and 
is continuously er communities. 
aware that "the The other, still in the draw-
virtues of reli· ing board stages, is the crea· 
gion can sel- tion of a Jewish world serv-
dom be as well ice modeled in the pattern of 
organized as its ., · , Catholic Welfare Society and 
vices." Tanenbaum Cari tan International. Rabbi 

He said a Jewish youth cu}.- Tanenbaum said, "These, 
ture is growin~ in the Jewish we hope in time, will become 
community which is repeat- the tangible expression of the 
edly creating its own "count· prophetic universalism of Ju
er-culture' '-furnished with daism which is so anony
its own Jewish Rabbinic Seril· m o u s I y alive among our 
inary, its own Jewish social young." 
action body and Jewim radi-
cal groups and its own publf- One of the respondents to 
cations. Rabbi Tanenbaum's paper 

. was John Cogley, editor of 
"The mood and rhetoric of "Center Ma g a z in e" pub

their statements and articl~ lished by the Center for 
express resignation and re- Study of Democratic Institu
sentment toward the 'JewisJl tions, Santa Barbara, Calif. 
establsishment,' " he said. ; He commented that the in· 

Rabbi Tanenbaum said volvement of the New Youth 
reading much of the writin~ is not bad, since "we can't 

talk about the future of the 
of young Jewish persons a churches without speaking 
reflecting on numerous co • about the people who will be 
versations with them led to their futures." 
number of conclusi~ns. Th,e 
first is that the Jewish con!- He c o n s i d e r s the New 
munity is over--0rganized · Youth to be the "greatest ! 
cope with old issues and . generation the world has yet 
der-organized to face new s1 -----
uations. 

Secondly, the Jewish com· 
munity is "terribly underor
ganized" in facing youth cul· 
ture. And thirdly, the Jewish ; 
,.nmmnnit.v is "terribly un· I. 

Exhorting the leaders of re
ligious thought that attended 
the conference to face up to 
the y-0uth movement and • 
make religion relevant to the I 
New Youth, Cogley noted . 
"It's as real as men walking · 
on the moon." I 

He listed five criteria of the i 
New Man: He exalts feeling 
over reason; he feels his sen-
s i b i l i t i e s are important I 
(What does that do to the · 
Jewish law, Catholic rule and 
Protestant rationalism"?); he 
has no taste for generalities, 
but rather feels if you're for 
something, "put your body 
on the line"; he has an obses
sive sense of the unity of · 
Man, and he is obsessed with 
doing his thing his way. 



GEORGE D. DAYTON FOUNDATION 
700 Nicollet Avenue 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55402 

Dear Rabbi Tanenbaum: 

September 8, 1969 

We are looking forward to being with you at the Conference on 
the Relevancy of Organized Religion, October 6-8. 'llle quality 
and cotmnitment of those who are coming promises to make the 
Conference an outstanding event. 

In order to provide an atmosphere conducive to creative dialogue, 
we have reserved the facil'ities of Hudson House Inn, Hudson, 
Wisconsin (thirty minutes from the Minneapolis airport). In 
addition to a private room for each participant, there will be 
rooms for eating and working together. Arrangements have been 
made to meet you at the Minneapolis airport and drive you dir
ectly to Hudson House on ~nd~Y- ~!!i!!g_-9£_!;._q_Q.~~_i)_. If you would 
like to be met, please notify us of your flight number and 
arrival time; otherwise we shall assume that you will make your 
own arrangements. An informal luncheon is planned to begin at 
11:45 a.m. with the first Conference session starting at 1:00 
p.m. 

You are one of the five men - Eugene Carson Blake, Charles s. 
Davis; Andrew Greeley, Marc Tanenbaum, and Andrew Young - who 
are writing position papers to be distributed to the Conference. 
We have scheduled you to present your paper on Tuesday evening, 
October 7, from 7:00 to 7:30 to set forth and explore further 
the concepts developed in your paper. From 7:30 to 8:30, Mr. 
John Cogley and Dr. Joseph H. Evans will join you in further 
examination and consideration of the issues involved. After this 
the participants will break up into groups small enough to en
courage involvement of every one in the discussions. . · 

In order to allow for maximum time and exclusive access to one 
another we have planned a full Conference schedule (morning, 
afternoon, and evening sessions) and limited Conference attend
ance to the forty-five official participants. In addition to 
the half-hour addresses, there will be forums to explore some 
of the facets of each issue followed by discussion in small groups 
so that · everyone may participate . In accordance with the ideas 
of creative dialogue, we ask your cooperation in: 

1. Carefully ·reading each of the papers before October 6. 
2. Doing whatever you can to help us facilitate a full 

and open-minded examination of the important issues. 
3. Refraining prior to the Conference from issuing press 

releases or publicity regarding the Conference or 
material to be presented during the Conference. 



~-.. 
' ' , ...... 

Rabbi Tanenbaum - 2 - September 8, 1969 

On Wednesday afternoon, October 8, secretaries and public relations 
specialist s will be available so that you may make a statement for 
the press or for inclusion in the official Conference Report. 
Press representatives will be invited to attend only the session 
on Wednesday afternoon. 

There will be private cars available to return you to the airport 
after the conclusion of the conference at 5:00 p~m. October 8. If 
you will notify us of your planned flight number and departure time, 
we shall make arrangements for you in advance. Tiiere is limousine 
service to and from Hudson House if you prefer to make your own 
plans . Do l et us know i f there is any way in which we can make 
your stay with us more comfortable or more pFoductive. 

;;::;:)J. 4+ 
George D. Dayton II 
President 

GDD:mm 
\ ;1 

P.S. If you care to send a photo of yourself and a brief \ ~-1 

biographical sketch suitable for use by the press f 
media we shall be glad to receive them from you at \ lvt_(1,. 
your early convenience. lhey would then be available \ 
in the event they are requested by representatives of ,/· (~t.=i..,,l.-,:l 
the press. In addition they will be valuable to us 
as we prepare a record and write -up of the Conference , G\.'"'-. ' .1..,.,-
proceedings. Many thanks. GOD 

• ---..._,L... 

Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum 
American Jewish Committee 
165 East 56th Street 
New York, N. Y. 10022 



GEORGE D. DAYTON FOUNDATION 
700 Nicollet Avenue 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55402 

Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum 
American Jewish Committee 
165 E. 56th Street 
New York, New York 10022 

Dear Rabbi Tanenbaum: 

August 5, 1969 

At one of our recent planning sessions it was suggested 
that it might be helpful to you as you work on your paper 
to know who the rest of the Conferees will be. Accord
ingly, here is our current list of people from whom we 
have received acceptances. I hope the identifying 
co!llDlents are sufficient for you. If not, please feel 
free to ask for further .information. There are still 
outstanding invitations to four other persons, which, 
if accepted, will fill our new quota of 45 total, in 
attendance. Needless to say we are thrilled and humbled 
by this wonderful list. 

There are at least 10 working pastors, perhaps 11 lay 
people, about 15 hierarchy or prelates, plus a few 
theologians or philosophers. 

We hope this will be helpful to you and if there is any
thing else we can do for you at this stage please let 
me know. 

We are enthusiastically looking forward to your presence 
here. 

Kindest regards. 

GDD:mm 

Enclosure/ 

Sincerely, 

~';f ), 
George D. Dayton 
President 



.... -. ~ • : .· 
·August 5, 1969 

PARTICIPANTS SIGNIFYING INTENTION TO ATTEND 

Dr. Browne· Bat:r First Congregational Church, Berkeley~ California· 
General Secretary World Council of Churches Dr. Eugene Carson Blake 

Mr. John Cogley 
Father Charles S. Davis 
Dr. Peter Day 
Dr. Joseph H. Evans 
Dr. Arthur S. Flemming 
Rev. Roger L. Fredrikson 

Editor, Center Magazine, Center for Study of Democratic Insti. 
Professor- of 111.eology, Univ. of &lmonton, Canada Barb. 
Chief Ecumenical Officer, Episcopal Church, N, Y. City 
Secretary of the United Church of Christ, N. Y. City 
Pres. Macalester College; Pres. Nation_al Counci-1 of Churches 
First Baptist Church, Sioux Falls, S. D. 

Santa 

C4Uf. '] 

Rev. Andrew Greeley 
Mr. Hayward Henry 
Dr. Abraham Heschel 
·Bishop John E. Hines 
Rev. Robert K. Hudnut 
Dr. Max Lerner 
Sister Mary Luke . 

Bishop James K. Ma.thews 
· Dr. Robert Marshall 
Dr. Arthur R. McKay 
Dr. Alton M. Motter 
Father William Neriri 
Mrs. Morton Phillips 
Dr. David Preus 

Rev. Robert A. Raines 
Rev. Norman Ream 
Mr. "Bobby" Richardson 
Dr. Porter Routh 
Rabbi Jacob Rudin 
Mr. Philip Scharper 
Bishop James P. Shannon 
Rabbi Max Shapiro 
Dr. John Coventry Smith 

Dr. Leon H. Sullivan 
Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum 
Mr. William 111.ompson 
Dr. Edwin Tuller 
Dr. George Webber 
Mrs. Cynthia Wedel 
Rev. Arnold Wessler 

National Opinion Research Center ·University of Chicago 
Ch. Black Affairs Council, Universalist Unitarian Church, Boston · 
Union of American Hebrew Congregations, New York City 
Presiding Bishop Episcopal Church, N. Y. City 
Pastor, St. Luke's Church, Wayzata, Minn. (Presbyterian 
Brandeis University 
Superior General Mother House of the Sisters of Loretto, Kentucky 

United Methodist Church, Boston 
President LCA, New York City . 
Pres. McCormick 111.eologic;:al Seminary; .Pres. IJ.· • . A •. T. s • 
. Executive Director Minnesota Council of churches 
Floating C!ongregation, Oklahoma City 
Abigail Van Buren "Dear Abby" - Minneapolis, Minnesota 
V. P. ALC - Minneapolis 

Pasto~, First Methodist Church, Germantown, Phila. Penna. 
First Congregational Church, Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 
47 Adams Ave. Sumter, S. Carolina · 
Exec. Sec'y. Southern Baptist Convention, Nashville, Tenn. 

· Pres. of the Synagogue Council of America~ N. Y. City 
Editor-in-Chief, Sheed & Ward Publishers, N. Y, City 
V. P. St . John's College, Santa Fe, New Mexico 
Rabbi, Temple Israel, Minneapolis 
Immediate past Moderator. United Presbyterian Church 

Zion Baptist Church, Phila. Penna. 
American Jewish Committee, N. Y. City, Dir. Int~rreligious Affairs 
Stated Clerk United Presbyterian Church 
Exec. Director American Baptist Convention, Valley Forge, Penna. 
President, New York 111.eological Seminary" 
Former Executive National Council of Churches 
Exec. Asst. Lutheran Church - Missouri .Synod, St. Louis, Missouri 

Dean Colin Williams Dean Yale Divinity School, New Haven, Connecticut 
Rev. Andrew Young Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Atlanta, Georgia 
Monsignor Vincent A. Yzermans Editor of Our Sunday Visitor Press~ · Huntington, Indiana 

•· I ., 
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·1 
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Ml:. John Cogley, Editor 
Center Ma.goz1ne . 
<:enter for Study of lle!IX)cratic 
Ins ti b1tions 
Santa Barbara, California 

Uea.r· Mr. Cogley: 

l'he Plaanio,3 C»lllDittee has. now determined on a slight chaoge 
in the format of the Confereru:e to allow for more time for 
Respondents .and Pa:>er Uriters to dis.:uss the npoiots raisad in 
tbe paper". We are scheduling an hour and a half total for tbe 
~aper Writer to (live his SUUD&ry and the '3espoodenta to talk 
vitb him about his remarks before the entire group. We intend 
still to break up into small groups of 9 or 10 each for fur.ther 
discussions·, after each auch session and are all,owinS an hour 
and a quarter or CQOre for these. 

Instead of 3 Respondents, we have settled on 2 for each Paper 
and a~e nmt proceeding to appoint or nominate the total of ten 
we will need. We hope these ten will take as their asaignment 
a pre•Coufarence study and preparation for their GOst important 
role of b1gh11g.ltt1ng, challen.ging or Ol)basizin& pointa o;
progratBB or actions offered by the.1r particular P~er Writer. 
Io return for this creative~ stitiJUlatin~, e~tra contribution 
ve of fer an bonor&rium of $1,000.00 for each ResPondent des• 
ignated in place of the $750.00 for -::>iscussants, aa you know. 

Mr. Cagley I we -would li.ke to have you a :.!espondent, together 
vith Dr. Joseph H. E»'ans, for ilabbi ":.'anenbam:l. He has a0reed 
to try to· have bis paper in my hand& by S&pteaber 12, and we 
can then get 1.t to you and Dr. Evans by the wek following. 
We hope you can and will accept thia assignment. 

Please let me k®W that you ean do this for th~ .pod of the 
Conference, and its high pm:pose .. usi~ tha enclosed self
addtessed, st~ad envelope • . 

GDrJ:m 

Enclosu-re 

cc: Ra!>bi Marc li. Tanenbaum J 
Rab!>i Max Shapiro 
Dr. Alton M. Motter 

Kindest regards, 

George D. Dayton II 
Presidant 



Hr. George D. Dayton n 
l'res:ldene . 
Ceorge J). laayton · ToundaJUon 
700 Blcollet Avenue 
Minneapolis• ldnnesot.il 55402 

Dear Hr.. Dayton: 

Septe:uabei: 16. 1969 

l : ! 
' ' ' I ' 

I 

ID. response to your Sept'td>er 8th letter to itabbl ~.. I am _ 
enclos~ a pbGto and bf.ognphical .sketch o~ &abbi Tanenb8UD1. 

. . 
lf we can be ·of any further <&$&1eteace, please do not hesitate to 
contact W:l •· 

HSIUm. 
lncts. 

Sincerely. 

~tam S.. Binder 
Secretaey to Rabbi Tanenbaum 

I 



- _, _,. 

----· 

·Mr .• ·George D. · Dayton ll 
President . .. . 
George a>. Dayton FOUndation 
700 N!collet Avenue 
Mitmeapolls, Minneso·ta 55402 

Dear Hr. Dayton: . 

. ~ .. 

. August 8.$ _1969 

Thank you. for your AugUst 5th lett~ to Rabbi - Tanenb.aum. 
. . 

Rabbi 1Tanenbaum .is away from .the office on a . combined vacation and 
short sabbatical.. .Be is ~ected .back the -latter part of Augus·t 
and your letter will be brotJ8ht to his attention at that time. I 
am sore you will be hearU.S from him tben. 

' - . 
' 

Sincerely, 

Mil:iam ·s. ·Binder 
·MSB:mn Secretary to Rabbi Tanenbaum 

.-...-:· 
. :."·: ~ _; ... ~ 



Study of the Rabbi 
2324 Emerson Avenue south 

Minneapolls, Minnesota 55405 

RABBI MAX A. SHAPIRO 
TEMPL.E ISRAEL 

Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum 
Director 
Inter.religious Affairs Department · 
American Jewish Committee 
165 East 56th Street 
New York, N. Y. 10022 

Dear Marc: 

I
' ,~/~ 

(.D_ ~- · I 

June .·23, 1969 

Thank you for your .note. Let me add 
a happy t0uch to 0ur conversation. Mr. Dayton in
formed me the other day that the honorarium for 
people writi_ng papers would be $1,500.00. 

Eugene Carson Blake and Father Charles 
S. Davis will ·also be prepari.ng papers. 

I shall be in touch. 

As ever, 

Rabbi Max A. Shapiro 

mas/a 



Study of the Rabbi 

RABBI MAXA. SHAPIRO 
TEMPLE ISRAEL 

~ -
2324 Emerson Avenue south 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55405 

Rabbi Marc TanenbaUl.ll 
American Jewish Committee 
165 E. 56th Street 
New York, N. Y. 10022 

Dear Mare: 

June 18, 1969 

This is just to confirm our telephone 
eonversation of yesterday and your acceptance of 
our. invitation to be at the Conference on Relevance 
of Organized Religion - an Agenda for the Future, 
which wiJ.l be held in Minneapolis from noon, 
October 6, 1969 to dinner on Wednesday, October B. 
I am sure y.ou have already seen my letter of the 
16th and I trust everything is satisfactory. If 
there are any questions, ·please do not hesitate 
to write. 

I wi.11 be in touch with you as we pro
gress in structuring the events of the three days. 

·rt was good ta.lking;'~ou. · 
. { . \ 
\ever, 

Rab\1.~ -h . 
)01. Max R.' apiro MAS/a 



Rabbi Max A. Shapiro 
2324 Emerson Avenue· South . 
Minneap>lis • Minneso.ta SS.405 

Dear Max: 

. June 19 •. 1969 ... 

Thank you for your lecter of June 16th. 
. . . 

As I indicated during .our ·telephone convusatlon. I shall be happy 
to take part in the conferenee in Minneapolis ·that you deser~d .. 

With warmest ·good wishes~. I 8m 

Hm':MSB . 
Encl.. . . 

(Willebrands· press ~elea$e-
Houston) · · 

(Dictated ~ut · not read) 

/ .. 

.Cordially • 

.. 
Rabbi· Mare R. Tanenbaum 
D.lrector: . 
Interre~lgious Affairs · Department · 
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Study of the R abbi 
2324 Emerson Avenue South 

M lnneepolls, Minnesota 55405 

RABBI MAX A . SHAPIRO 
TEMPLE ISRAEL 

Rabbi Marc Tannenbaum 
American Jewish Committee 
165 E. 56th Street 
New Yor.k, N. Y. 10022 

Dear Marc : 

,,:J - (. Jr.. ''°(' ( 

June 16, 1969 

I wrote to you some months ago concer ni ng 
a Conference on t he Relevance of Organized Religion ·_ 
an Agenda for t he Future, which is being spons.ored by 
the Dayton Foundati on of Minneapolis . The intent is 
to bring together forty of the most creative thinkers 
from both within and outside the religious community 
to think toge_ther about the future of religion in the 
United States. 

The Conference will be held in Minneapolis , 
beginning at noon on October 6 ~ 1969 and extend~ng to 
dinner ·on Weqnesday, October 8. 

. We have already had acceptances from 
Dr . Eugene Car son Blake , Dr . Arthur S. Fleming, Dr. 
Abraham Heschel , Mr . Char les Davis, Bi shop J.ohn. Hyl'les , 
Rabbi Jacob Rudin , and Bishop James Shannon. 

We would like you to be one of the key 
persons at the Confer ence.. Should you accept ·you would 
have three responsibilities . 

l. The wri ting of a paper with from 3000 - 5000 
words - in response to the two questions : Why has 
organized religi on fai led? How could it succeed? 

2 . Participate in all of the sessions of the three . 
day Conference (arriving in time ·for lunch Monday, the 
6th, t~o_ugh about 5: a·o P. M. We~nesday , the 8th. ) 

3. Summarize and discuss with .others at the .Con
ference the issues raised in your paper . 

Currently we are hoping to have two or three 
of the most influential leaders from each of ten major 
denominations present as discussants . 
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Study Of the Rabbi 
:2324 Emerson Avenue South 

M inneapolis , Minnesota !55405 

RABBI MAX A . SHAPIRO 
TEMPLE ISRAEL 

Rabbi Marc Tannenbaum 
6=16=69 
-2-

For your participation we offer you a $1 ,000 
honorarium plus all your expenses in connect~on with your 
attendance. 

I look forward to heari_n_g from you as soon 
as possible. 

MAS/a 



. . 
Rabbi . Max-•• Shapiro· -
2324 ~son Avenue SDU~h · 
~lls, Sinnesota 55405 

:· . . 
'l,-

.Janu.8n' 24~ 1969 

·Thank you for your kind invitation t:o ta.ke p!trt in the Conference 
on 1 'The Relevance of tlut Church. u , - ·. . . · · : 

: 1 wt11 ·l,le p~ased ~o accept ~d .td.U . wrf.te you 'later re_ specific 
. resPon.ses to . the outµiae. . . . . . . . . 

' . .. 

- · .. . _. 

Rabb.i )fare.· "ft. Tanenb4um 
Director . . . . 
lnterrel~us·A~fa~~ -l)epartment 

. .. 
. - . . . 

- . :.·· -~ . ~ 
. .. 



Study of the Rabbi 
2324 Emerson A v enue South 

Mlnneapolls, M innesota 5 54015 

RABBI MAX A. SHAPIRO 
TEMPLE ISRAEL 

Rabbi Marc Tannenbaum 
Americat1 Jewish Connnittee 
165 E; 56th Street 
New York, N. Y. _ 10022 

Dear Marc : 

January 2, 1968 

Th~ Dayton ~oundation of Minneapoiis 
is sponsoring a Conference for next October. It 
wil l bring together 24 men to deliver papers , one 
to t he ot her, and to discuss the relevance of religi on 
i n general. There will be no publicity and no audience 
bu·t we do hope that a book or two will come out of it . 

I am sending along the form of letter 
which will be mailed to all whom we are inviting. 
Will you take a look at i t and perhaps make some 

· suggestio.ns or . give me your reaction .. I would like 
them before the 13th, if possible, because that is 
t he next meeti ng of the committee. 

MAS/a 
A. · Shapiro 
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December 24, 1968 

Father Charles Davis 
Professor of Theology 
University of F.dmonton 
F.dmonton, Alberta 
Canada 

Dear Father Davis: 

We want you to prepare · a paper for one of the most significant conferences 
ever held on The Relevance of the Church. 

The Conference will be October 5, 6, and 7, 1969 in Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
Chairman of the Planning Committee is Or. Arthur Flemming, President of the 
National Council of Churches. 

Chairman of the C:Onference is Or. Arthur McKay, President of the Amertc~n 
Association of Theological Seminaries and President of McCormick Seminary, Chicago 

The Conference is sponsored by The George D. Dayton Foundation of mnneapolis 
in co~peration with the Minnesota Council of Churches, the Archdiocese of St. 
Paul-Minneapolis, and the Minnesota Rabbinical Associ3tion. 

The conference structure is as follows: 

I. What was the church originally supposed to d~? 

A. Speaking PsychoJcgically 
Professor o. !iobc:rt Mowrer, Univ. oi Illiilois 

B. Speaking Sociologically 
Professor Roger Shinn, llnion Seminary 

C. Speaking Theologically 
Professor Jurgen 1\ioltrnan!l, University of T11bingen 

D. Speaking from the Old Testament 
Professor Eugene Borowit2, Hebrew Union C.Ollege 

E. Speaking from the New Testament 
Father Hans Kung, University of Tubingen 

II. Can the church now do what it was originally supposed to do? 

A. No 

1. Speaking from Psychology 
Professor Erich Fromm, Columbia 
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2. Speaking from Sociology 
Professor Herbert Marcuse, University of California, 
San Diego 

3. Speaking from Theology (THIS IS THE PAPER WE WANI YOU 
TO WRITE.) 

4. Speaking from Youth 
Thomas Hayden, a founder of SOS 

B. Yes 

1. Speaking from Psychology 
Professor Howard J. Clinebell, Claremont 
School of Theology 

2. Speaking from Sociology 
Professor Harvey Cox, Harvard 

3. Speaking from Theology 
Professor Michael Novak, Stanford, Catholic 
Professor Robert McAfee Brown, Stanford, Protestant 
P.rofessorA>raham J. Heschel, Jewish Theological Seminary, 

Orthodox Jew 

4. Speaking from youth 
William Bradley, New York Knickerbockers, former basketbal l 
All-American and Rhoades Scholar 

III. If the Church ~Do What it was Originally Supposed To do, What 
Are Some of the Most Creative Ways In Which It Can Do !t? 

A. By Changing It~elf 

1. Congregation~lly 

a. Rabbi Roland Gittelsohn , Temple Israel, Boston 
b. Cleaoue, Detroit 

2. Denominationaliy 
a. i\1r. William P. Thompson , Stated Clerk, United 

Presbyterian Church 
b. Dr. Benjamin Mays, Past President, i\1orehou.3e CoJ.lege 

3. Interdenominationallf ' 
a. Dr. R. H. Edwin Es~y . General Secretary, Naticnal 

Council of Churches · 

4. Non-denominationally 
a. Or. Billy Graham 

5. Ecumenicai'ly 
a. Dr. Eugene ':arson Blake, Executive Secretary, t~crld 
::: Council of Churches 
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b. Rabbi Mark Tannenbaum, American Jewish· ·eommittee, v ~ 
Conservative 

c. Father Roberto Tucci, Civi catolica, Rome· 

6. Evangelically 
a. Father Francois Houtart, , Brussels 

B. By Changing Individuals 

1. F.motionally 
Paul Tournier, Switzerland 

2. Intellectually 
Dr. Viktor Frankl, Vienna 

3. Spiritually 
Norman Vincent Peale, New York 

4. Aethestically 
Leonard Bernstein, Composer 

c. By Changing Society 

1. Business 
J. Irwin Miller, President, Cummins Engine; former 
President, National Council of Cbu~ches 

2. Labor 
Walter Reuther, United Auto Workers 

3. Government 
Senator Eugene McCarthy 

4. Poverty 
Whitn~y Young, Urban League 

5. Alass Media 
Marshall McLuhan, Columbia 

6. Race 
Andrew Young 

7. Journalism 
Edmund Fisk, Religious Editor, New York Times 

D. By Changing th~ World 

1. Hunger 
Professor Richard Revelle, Director, Harvard 
Center for Population Studies 

2. Poverty 
Professor Barbara Wlrd, London 
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3. Government 
Arthur Goldberg, former U.S. Ambassador to u.N. 

4. War 
Robert McNamara, President, World Bank 

We are in the process of securing the above-named Authar-Participants. As i 
indicated, we want you to be among them. We believe it is the kind of yeasty 
atmosphere you will appreciate and from which the world of religion can only 
benefit. 

The Foundation will pay you $1,000 for writing the paper and coming. We wiL 
pay all your travel and personal expenses while you are here. 

Ne will then make the papers into a book, which we are editing. It is 
possible that a second book will come from the dialogue. 

In order for the dialogue to be the most effective possible, it will be 
limited to the author-participants. There will be !!..!!. reporters present (except 
for Mr. Fiske of the New York Times) and !!Q. audience. 

With warmest best wishes to you in your important work and with the 
earnest hope that you can be with us. 

Very truly yours, 

Robert K. Hudnut 
for the Conference 

Arthur Flemming 
President, National Council of Churches 
President, Macalester College 

Bishop James Shannon 
Archdiocese St. Paul-Mj.nneapolis 
Past President, St•·,Thomas College 

Rabbi Max Shapiro 
Past President, Minnesota Rabbinical 
Association 

George D. Dayton 
Chairman of the Board 
George D. Dayton Foundation 
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"A JE~'.fISH VIE\'i or T!:E RELEVAUCY OP ORG.A!lIZED RELIGIOU 

-A..llf AGETIDA POR TEE FU~URE" 

by Raboi !:arc H. 'ranenbaU!!l, !rational· Director of 
Interrelieious .Af'.fairs of the .Anericrui Jewish Co:mm;.-:ttee 

·:Kenneth :Bo·\lJ.dfne speaks of our 8£;e es one of "the orge.nizatione.1 

revolution, 0 that is, an age of large-sctle organizations and 

· centrB.lized agencie9 in various S?heres of life. ADer1ca.n Jevrry 

(including .Anericc.n .Judaisn, a distinction about which I will co:r:::ent 
later on), toget~er with ).neri~an ?rotestantisn end Catholicisn, 

is ~ft~ply implicated in this elaboration o~ orcanizational apparatuses, 

nild is continuously m7are that "the virtues of religion c~ selci.on 
~_£,. , • d i . be 2w viell crce.nize as ts vices." 

kierice.n Jevrry - end undoubtedly every Je·,7isll co~i ty 'th=.t 
. -

structures itself on the :woe.els of vie stern Je·:dsh ins ti tutionc.1 ~L:e 

faccs\rirtually the identic8.l issues depicted by Robert I.ee in. lli~ , 
es:::m.y on "?he Or:::;miiz:::.tiona.l JJiler:rr:ia in .Ar:ericmi protesta.ritis:;:i" .- . \ 

... • . 

-- ·?hat rr orca.viiaationnl diler:m1a11 , briefly ste ~ed~ is t!.-~is: on 
.the one hand, i f the church and synacoGue ar~ .to t1.'.:e serio~sly t 1::.c:i.r 
obligCJ.t.ions e.s prop!1etio 2.nd ·wi tnessil1g move:ients, they r.ust naintrdn ,. 
aoIJc ~E!::ibl&J.ce o:f continuity, stability, a.nd 1.;er.sistence·; t:::.ey IT .. t.:::t 

/ 

dev:7:~op a::.:1pro:?riatc or.:;~..izational :fn and inf:itit"'ution2.l for;::is. ~et, 
o~. J.fa:E? o t :1cr l: and, the verJ insti t'tll.tiona.l structureD neces;:;ary for t: .e 

_/3Urvivc.l of t!::1..e chv.rch· p.:nd synagoc.,1.le nay thre::ten, obscure, diotor~, 
01· dcf'le-~t fro!!l t:.e pu~oses for nhich the inoti tution was ori5inz.lly 

fO\UlC:ed. Tims i t is hardly sufficient to sny tho.t the ta.~>: of the 
.' 

church o...11d sym;~;o_:,"LJ.C is to be obedient or to be fai th.ful if obeO.ience 
. . · a.4d" :faithf'v.lness nre detacl:ed i'ron the question of instit-itional 

self-naintcn.ance. 

In a ve .:71 :f\u1c.a.:::ente.l sense, the cri ticnl problen of t :-.e 
church and sync-,._,:o.;ue in t:te probler:1 of co~unity. } ..... "ld co:-:£~uni ty c.l'.72.YS 

involves the r ational orcunizctional of hur:m.n .::-csources 8!ltl r:ore or 
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.iess defined patterns of croup interaction governing the life ot . . . . 

its members. We may speak heuristically (not literally) of t he ... 
church-and-synagogue and community problem by refer~nce to ~his 
f~iliar aphorism \/hich Lee cites: -"After _the doxology., -C?o.mes th.~ 

t heoloS¥ , then the sociology • 11 Af'ter the initial relie;i ·ous. exper?-ence 

or the original creative 1.npulse ' (doxoloey), ·soon t here sets in the .. 
. need to define and forrnila te a systematic body · of' teachings, a 
· codified · and · articulated set of doctrines . (theology)'; then f~_lloym 

. ' ' . . . . ' 
the necessity of preserving and perpetuating the orig inal experi~n~e 

tr.t.rough the .org aniza tion of a. coramunity (sociology) ." ·._ ... · "\.~·-,~~ --
\ " 

. . ' : ' ' • ~- 1:· 

·. kfter the chu:r-ismatic prophets o:f Israel," the~ c8.!!le · ~·:; .... 
' ·,, 

the Pharasaic rabbis (this is often seen, generally .by theologically~ .. , ... ~ 
motivated historians, es a. decline, os the beginning of the end 

for "Old Israel"). In reality, . as ?rof. Ge.raJ.d_ Blidstein . has 

observed ·in l1i:s essay on "Judaism and the Gospels'-', the Phar asaic 

rabbis are impelled by the se..l!le ~deals, broadly speaking, as t he 
_proph~ts; the big d_ifferenCe between t hem; nsidc _fro.:n t he li tera.ry 

. one / is t het the prophe_ts fai.led and t he r abbis . siiccee<led. Inspiring 
end c4arismatic as they are, the prophetic exr~ortation probably 

met with popular reVuf.fs, for the most part o r.tihe rabbis, one: tl~e 

.. other _ha.11d, IJolded a _ people by con:cretizine the prophetic idea ls 

in ip.'~ti-W.tions and in halo.chic law. Ezra is,. in Jewish tr~dition, 

ti1E( :last of· the prophets nnd tl~e firs t o-; the Sc~ibes , and it was 
he who s ets the tone of the e'ntire Second. Cor~onr1ealth ·period, 
a period ·~ which .' by its very faithfulness to ·J.1orah as t he discipline 
of l_~,/>~a.w t he p~ople !!!Ore fir!!lly boi~cl t o God th~ ever before . 

· --~~-:./' Normative, ,post-Biblical, Rabbinic Ju1a1sm by which 
./~ ·-/ . ·. 

,,,..<-:
1
---l>elieving ~ewe· todaµ -11ve embodies the twin elements of ~rophecy 

, / .. ·/ . . . 
. · ·/ .. / and balaoha (religious law). The prophetic tra~1tion has .given to 

.·.· 

Juda1~~~ its passion, · its preoccupation with human affairs·, its or1t1c1em , i, . . . 

or.· .. ~:fo"c1_al evils · and abuses. The halaoha - ·mistranslated by .the 
, ~~ . . .. 

. ~-.>. ~iiptuagint as no~os, ~mplying rigid and exter~al legal.\.Am·, concret lzed 
, / the value aoric.epts of Rabbinic Jua aism; ~e., h~l!ness, coP.munity, . ... I .. . . . . . . . 

. / Justice, righteou~nees, 1nto a ·dynam1e pattern 0r personal and corporate 
.. 

' I ' "1 • ~. 

. .. 
i·:' 

' : :: . 
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behavior, thus endowing commpnplace aot1v1t1es or · events with.- .. 

ep1ri:t~al ·e.1gn1f1cance. Through the mit.zvah, the pel".for~ance.~r. . ..- th~ 
.. . . . . .. r· ... ·· ~ ·.: : 

· moral, ethical, o_r:_ ~~~ -;~~~us deed, the Ra~bie _disciplined J ewe to". 

exp~ess 1n daily behavior· their, relationship t 'o God a~d:love 

~f . n~1ghbo.r)' the primacy of compassion ~nd · ethical reepons1b111ty. 

':i\ . 
In the prologue to the Ten Command,rnente (Exodus 19:)~6), 

~ ----. -~ 

the Israelites .are enjoined to be 0 a kingdom of priests and a holy 

nat1on . (people).~ Martin Buber pointed· ont that it 1nv~lved not 

only the benavior of 1nd1v 1dual ·.members of the people~ but the 

dedication to God of. the n~tion, •w1th all 1ts substance· and all 

· lt~ functions, with legal forms ·and institutions, with ·the 

organ1z~.t1on of its internal and external relationships. a The 

1mplica~1on is that in Jewish theology the organized. Jewish community 

has re~1g1oue s1gnf1cance. 

Th1e halachlc process, which is d1~t1nct1ve to Rabbinic 

Judaism ~s a method ·or impregnating every. a·a~ect of pr1vati::? and 

corporate life with meaning and value, 1e an expression -of Max 

Weber's. wel·l-kno\m concept of the 11rout1n1znt1on of char1sma 11 after 

the passage ot the char.1sroat1c le·e.der. The holy muPt neeeeaar11y 
\ . 

be related to the profane. As Mircea Eleade observes, in. hfe 

.. · ·~ne of Comparat 1ve Rei 1g1on·, ~ere are no purely . relig ioue 

phenome.na ••• Because religion 1e human, 1t mu,st for that reason 
. . . . .... :,""' . "::"\ .... 

be something social, eome·thing. 11ngu1s~t1c, something economic 
,• '. ~ . 

;ou cannot think C?f man apart fro~··- ~anguage and sncie~y. a There 
. . . . 

must neceeear1ly be a man1fest a:t1on of the ·essence of the church 

and syn~ogue. The perststent risk, ·however, le that in the 
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' 
very process, the instrumental purposes of or~an1zati~ne become 

exalted as ends. 

MThe results are paradoxical, 8 Robert Lee quotes Paul Harrison 

ae saying, 1 s1nce the goals w~1ch the organizetion was created to 

· aoh1eve tend to be displaced by the goal or organ1zat1onal self

petuation. II Organiza tional imperatives lead 1netatt-&t1ons to satis.f'y 

their own self-generated needs before the group can attend to the 

goals for which jtl{Rir they were established. 

Thie contradictory pattern has become the bne1s of one of 

the most serious crises which the American Jewish community faces 

,• 

.... ~ 

. , ........ -.. 

in its relationships vith Jewish youth. A J ewish youth culture 1s 

growing in the Jewish community which is rapidly creating x its 
. .. . 

own 1 counter-culture 1 furnished with its 0\1Yl community rabbinic 
, . , 

. semi~ary (Havurat Shalom Community Sem~nary, Cambr1nge, Mass.), 

1 ts own J ewlsh social action bod.lee (Fellowship ror .Act ion, Naas eh -

•we Will Act"), a Jewish radical group (Jewish Lib~ration Project), 

and its own publications (Response). ~he mood and rhetoric of the1~ 
. . ..... ~ 

'-
et at eme n ts and articles eRpress alienation and resentment toward 

, . 
\ 

the 8 J7wish eetabliehse~t;m~RRxsixttX!il~~td:a»~x 
\ 

, ·•· 

'Institutions must be understood only as ~eane and not as ends, 

as vehicles for the real1za~1on of the ideas they serve," one J~wlsh 

student leader writes. 

Another youth spokesman, writing in Response in an a.rticle 

extolling the virtues ot the Havurat Shalom Comnun1ty Secinary, asFert~. 

"The occasions are rr~re when one feels that ·he has become part of an 

institution to which he can faithfully de"icate himself, for llhat he 

wishes' to accomplish~ what the 1ristltut1on stands tor.• 
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In another article cr1t1c1z1ns Jewish educ~tional 1nst1tutiona 

... · an4 their· programs; a KtlDlart Jewish collegiate spoltesm.an weites, 
. / . 

•·Jewish youth ~n 1s in a crisis thl1.t our' le;-,dership ie· u_naware of. : 

Legions of our young people w~~ are rejecting organized relfgion 

. not beoa~ae they have a~nd0ned their BOUlS, but prAc1sely beoaURe 

they seek their .souls." 'l'he writer adds: · 
.~ · . . . 

"Students perceive a f -r1ghten1ng -pur-Poselessne~Fi in the : ·· 

lives of people an<;l society. They value honesty and ina·1viduality · 

in a eoci·ety they Deoogn1ze as overrun with c0tJformlty and hypo_oriey. 

They seek· a prophetic element · in our culture, a reminder to be 
. . 

uncomfortable in our comfort.u The writer concludes, -organized 

r~l1g1on has distorted its role and taaded its go~s.n 

. The generation gap, in my Judgment, is . the most serious 

internal J;~-OO problem that the organize~ _Je:wieh community faces. 

Eighty· percent of Jew1eh youth of college· age are enrolled bn 

our major colleges and universities. Rabbis.and Hillel directors 

on the college c~mpuses estimate that . some fifty ' percent of the 

activist campus youth, both radical and 0new left", are J~wish • 
. · 

The Peace Corps. comprised ~ahnly of post-college young oeople, . . 

numbers among 1te me;ci?>ere a population that 1s forty percent Jewish. 

It see.ms 1ncreae1ngly clear that emong Jewish young people today 

there operates -a widespread bP.lief that the values of the 

academic community and· a high· level of Jewish commitment are 

ant~thet1cal. The student .ethio". ie e.nt~-I!l.1da.le class, and the 

· Jewish community organizations are heavily m1d~le· class$ ihe · 

Jew1sh community organ1zat1one and aynegogual 1nstitu1ons appear 

to be perceived by Jewish young people as structured mainly 
' · 
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e.round ritual and money-ra1s1ng and silent g on moat issues 

of interest and concern to students. 

· To the extent that these do spe~k or .act, ~x~mexx they 

do not a :)pear to offer any s1gn1f1cant advantage ov.er . secular 

organizations which share e1milar · coocerns.Amottg Jewi~h youth, 

t ·he price of being J~wish has ·risen.· The organized Jewish oo:11mun1ty 

is faced not so much with rebellton as with apat-hy. 

To hold that organizations and human 1nst1tuttons are 

inherently corrupt or constitutionally incepable of ~erving human 

purposes in any s18n1ficant way would be untenable both from the 

~tandpo1nt or theology and soo1-logy. For rat·~ onal forms of 

procedure, man~~x may ,.indeed, enhance and fac 111 tate better 

performance of purpose an:~ function; this is cer tainly th~C...r 

intention. An1 to focus excb~sively on the dysfunctlone of large-

11eale organizations sur~ly neglects the ways · in which such 

organizations are · conduo1~~ to the realization of purpo~es 1n 

the mo1ern world. Large-scale organizations usher in new 
.·· for 

:·· . 

possibilities/&~ creativity, ann, at the same time ne~~ 1nst1tut!onal 

vulnerab111 ties and hazards. 
ff> L\ . . ·,\, \\ .r:a._,S . 
·~.P recent exper~ence~ that ~ enga~ed the J~wiah 

. -... ~,~· 

~omraun1ty 111ustrat~th1s pb1nt. ·In June 1968, the Ameri~an Jewish 

Committee, which 1s seen by some Jewish young people- as the 

"Jew~sh establishment" incarnate, met with several Cat~ol1o priests 

and Protestant relief represen~at1vee who h~d been serving 1n 

Nigeria and Biafra. The narrative of mass ive starvation and 

·death that · was afflicting mill ions of black yeopJ3 1n th1s 

tragic e1tuat1on had a profound impact on the conec1enc~~of the 

-, 

:.~.:..:-: .. . 
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of the Amer!dan J ewish Committee lay and profess1onal ·people 

liho met w1 th the Catholic Relief Services and Church Worid Servic~.f 

spokesmen. Literally. within 48 hours, Rmpalx Rm~im~x the ·AJC· 
' .. 

brought together the senior executive leadership ·or 23 :mmtmlCcx 

major nat.1 onal organizations of the J ew1 sh community, rabbin 1c, 

eynagogual, communal, human r e lat ions, social :weir are, philanthropic; 
- . 

education - in fact, the entire Jew1.eh eetabltahment. _ ti1 th 

unpreoed.ented unanimity, the Je'dish organizations es t ablished 

the uAmerican Jewish Emergenqy Reiief : Effort ·for N1ger1a-Biaf!"a11 .• 

Employing the entire ·lnstltution.al complex of Jewish life,-

fundraising and comrndn1oatione sys~erns, ap~eale . fro~ synagogue 

pulpits, cha.pter me s tinge, and so on, the organize<'I. J~wieh 

· e 9mmunity r~ised within several months 8 j approximately $;50.000 

· 1n. cash, and some 560 tons of r'ood, clothing, an~ menio1nes. 

fMx~xRRR~etRe«x (Unprecedented, too, wne the fa~t that these 

resources ~ere turned over by the J ewish c6m~un1ty to the 

Catholic Rel1ef ~ @ervices and Church World Service to be distributed 

through their very effective channels 1n Nigeria an~ Biafra.) 

.. In ada1t19n to this relief un1ertaking, the Jo.\·11sh 

comnun1t y took the initiative tog~ther with Catholic and Protestant 

leadersh ip to send a s:er1ee of delegations to the State DepartrJent· 

ih order to press for greater innovative responses in ·our 

government 1 s policies and actions for the .purpo~e of bringing 

~~~t e. cease-fire or t~c:;t~ ce·s~ill!on of host111t1ee 

1 e brogght about and soon, all of us will have ended up pouring 
. -

our relief supplies into a cemetery • 
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The salient message in this ecumenical, 1rtterre11g1ous action 
. hJ!V . . . 

has thus far, .it seems to me, 'been lost on the nation, ann certainly 
/I - . 

among our youth. However one i :feels about the 1deolog1c·a1 and ·_ 

pol1 tical problems involved 1n the question .or a un1f 1ed Nigeria, . 
the fact that literal-ly . millions of people were dying· or were being =. 

· massacred before the eyes of the world confronted "peoples end : . :"t.::·~ ::~.~:~ ... 
. ·:·\· .· ... ·· .. 

. . . .. . 
. governments with one of the most heartrending aoral and . humanitarian 

challenges of our time. The plain fact is that except for th9 
. . .· 

Catholic, Protestant-, and Jewish 1 eetabl1ehments" which ·addressed. 

themselves to this concern wi thout letup, there h~e been no 

constituency 1h this natlona to press the case for relief and human 

rights in behalf of the innocent victims ot that tragic struggle. I 

ehudder to think how much greater might have bee n the human carnage 

had there been no Christian and Jewish 1nst1t~tions. ~m?loylng their 

organizat 1ona.l structures and systems, to help meet this great 

human need. 

(It is not my -intention to ov erloak the i~portla.nt contributions 
' ? 

of the Internat 1ona.l Committee of the Ren CrosA •. UNICEF or othe!' 

bodie s. It 1s a matter of record tha t the work of the ~ internaticnal 

and nationai 6athol1~·and Protestant relief bodies with an assist fr om 

the Jewish co~munity has been the moet sustained ont the relier flront, 

and unique on t he· humari r16hts front. ) 

In his _etirnu1. ::- ting study·, "Landrne.rks of ·Tomorrow, 11 'Peter 
. . . 

Drucker observea that "at some unma!ked point · during t he last twenty 

years we 
- i -

1mpercepti blYimoved out ·or the ModE'. rn .Age ancf into a new, 

J:B. as yet namelese, era. n The new, :Jet~!l~X · 11the post-modern, 11 still 

lacks det1n1t·1on, exprese1on and toois but effectively controls 
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our actions and their impact. The new and central institution 

of this new age la the large organization. - Orgar11'7at1on created 

energy and perfomance Vastly BUP,erior to HalllXK~ what . any individual°, 

no matt~r how skillful or how experienced, could have 9roduoed. 

The new organization, · w1 th the new capaoity to ·organize men of ~.·_ · .. ·-.". 
/ .. .. : . . 

. ·-: :~ .. :~ . 
. knowledge and hi&~ ekil~ for joint efro~t and performance through .. 

the exerc1ze of responsible Judgment, has emerged as ·:tklt a central 

·1nst1tut1on everywhere, under free enterprise and unner Communism, 

!.n developed oountr1es and .1n underdeveloped ones. 

Youthful~~x idealists who uphold the ideal of a new 

social oader based on mutual interdependence, of a new snciety 
~· 

1n which the worth and dignity of the tnd1v1mdal is a~f1rmed, 

need to reckon wlth the fundamental truth that spiritual fre~dom 

·· is impossible without the liberation of man from bonc1age to material 

destitution. Material th1ns e need to b~ yut in the~r proper 

subordinate place_ as a means to a h1ghe .. • end, but the f 1ret moral 

and human obl1ga~1on is to help the poor and the deprived, both 

in America ao well as in the underdeveloped nations, reach a . 

level of material, subetttence where man 1e no longer controlled 
~ . ~ 

by starvation and 18 at the mercy of every cloudburst, hailstorm and 
6 

drought. he name of the game for realizing matP.rial 1n~epende~ce 

for individual and society alike le economic development. 

There is adequate evid.ence to affirm .that man, . bo.th here 

and ab'~ad, can ~mp~nve his economic lot through syetematio, 

purpoeedul ·end direc~ed effort Efx~J!mx employ~ng the organiza~ional . 

and technological tools t~At are presen~ly avAilable ror worldrwide 
... 

improvement. Economic development requires an intricate d1st1bution 

. -. 
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system; a financial system .to make · possible the d1etribut1on ·of 

goods; and a marketing system that integrates wants, needs and 
' 

. .. 
·; 

purohaeing of . the .consumer w't. th capacity and resources of procluotton. 
j 

Economic development cannot exist ffithout public support. 

In the guise of a new radical consciousness that iK proclaims a>

its intention to humanize the individual and ~ociety, the pr1vat1et 

ethio articulated by some radicals and act1v1tte 1e fundamentally 

anti~human and even reactionary. 'Young radicals, act1v1~ts, and 

the alienated youth, 1 writes one young author in Response, 0 share 

a sens1 ti vi ty to the oppressiveness of social structure" to the 

advance of all-embracing technology and an other~directeq oulture 

which drains the indi v ldual of al.l sense of self, of uri1qu·eness 

and of d1gn1ty. 11 

There are indeed serious moral an~ ethic.al que st ~ one 

raised by the new ce.ntrs.11ty of' organ!zat1one, but the issues are . 
. ' 

more realibtically formulated and yield potential for ·more constructive 
. !'."'"~. s c I <..t f7c,, 
retrl-~ien in the terms which PP.ter Drucker eeta forth: 

"The orga~~zntion has to have power over people. Yet. in 

a free society it must never be ellowe·tl to become an end· in its elf 

for which the 1nd1-mtduo.~ is. just a means. It must never be · al lowed 

any power over individuals other than what is a'Beoluteiy nec.essary 

for its function in, atid contribution to, .society. It must never 

be pernitted the dangerous delusion that 1t has a claim to t he loyalty 

or allegiance of° the 1.nd1vtduttl - other t ha n · what it ca n· earn by 

enabling .him 'to be productive and responsible ••• 
. ' ~ . . v; . 

aEvery organization serges but a p~tial funct!'on in 
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l:R"' society and eat1sf1ee but one of many human needs. :txxzx ••• · 

It must never substitute its partial interest for the common weal. 

·it I!lUst never, for. 1ns.tance, .dernand or expect or' a man that he 

do ·hie Job at the expense of ·his respons1b111-ty ·ae ·a husband s.nd. 

father 1 a c1 tlzen 1 a · church 111:iu member · or a rnember of a ~rofesslcm. 11 

Desp1 te 11 the v~rbal fero.o1 tyn and. 11 the Bp1rl t of Overkill 11 

. . ' 

- Ben jam1n DeMott 1 s terms - that chare.cterizea sol":le of .. the radical 

and milit.ant protest,- the . ..:'iseue·a that oersiet beneath the rhetoric 

are funcJ.aroental and pressing ones, namely, the crle1s of identity , 

of. ee'.)..fhood 1n a society .that is dominated by massive 1nst1t·ut1one, 

Rh3! which m~ke claims for advancment in the system as a e_1gn of 

success 4requently a~ the expense of personal · fulr~iment. The 1~sue 

ls one of social ethics and social mores, but 1n its deepest 

reaches it is a profoundly theological question. Neither Jews nor 

Christians, as far as I knvw~ have even begun to dee.1 adequately 

with this problem 1n terms sufficient to meet the etze of 1te 

challenge. 

One of the few theolo51~ns who has been struggling ttzith 

· this d·irneneion odl the theol~ica.l identity cr1s1e 1e Prof. Herbert· 

·Richardson, whose book, uTowards An A~eric3n Theology," deserves 

much wider attention than it has t ·hus far received. 
,. 

~ 1 The 1ntellectus (the .matrix of meaning) of modern. 

Ct.:tietian 1nd1v idualism is e~tabl1ehed on the principle that .what 

le 'ultimately real . 1s personal eelf-consc~ousness, the 1ndtbitable 

foundation. even the unrecognized presu~position of all else~ All 

elee cari be doubted 1 but the doubber cannot doub·t himself. Chr1ettan 

1nd1v1dual1sm that ack~owledgee the primacy of self-cnnsc1nusnese and 
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. oonscience gave rise to democracy and capitalism, 11 Riehardeon states. 

8 The modern period of history is heing eupereeded b;r the eoc1o

techni~ age. Soc1otechn1os·, the new knowledge whereby man · exerc1zee 
\ . . ~ : 

technical control not only ov-er nature but also over all the epe:!cif 1c 

1nstituti.ons that make up society .,. economics_, education, in~ktirn:n 

science, and ~olitics - is replacing even politic~ as the dominant 

metho_d of social dontrol. · 

' . .. . '··· :. 

. . .... ~ : . ::. "Soci.ot~chnics regards the :free dectsione of tndividuale as 
, , 

m'ere quanta to be ordered with the system of mass society, ·the corn9a.ss of 

rationality -itself. The new soc1otechn1cal ·movement, d.1e:places the 
. c . 

»ik~)Ot ultimacy of individual self-c~nsoiousness an~ free choice. 

In subordinating .these 1'alues to · sooiotechn1 cs, it also rejecte the, . 

. conception of a t~anscendantal personal Goa who unaerg1rde them. This 

pantechnic1srn which .appears to b~ emerging in our time anpears to 

be destroying . the individual perr:on and overthrowing the 'holy 

ultimates' of the modern period of history. Tn1e traneforDat1on 

is 1nev 11'able. " 

As§erting that "the high valuation of personal eelf-
' .... 

consciousness ls simply the p r ojection of seventeenth century 

philosophy into Script~..!·re," Richardson adds: 

"Theology ·must develop a conce;Jt1on. of God which can 

undergird the . primary reali t 1ea of the cybennet1c v 0rld • y iz. , 

system90 Ethics must reorient its work .in terms of these systems 
. . with 

and ~orms on '\.he problem of control. Cybernetics 1e cond,erned fid the 
\ . 
I 

control of the probability eyeteme whos"e terms are the manifold 
. ~ 

J 
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God of a soc1oteehn1c 1ntelleotue must be r~conc!~v~d ae the unity or 
the manifold systems of the W()rld . . ~uch a God. wili n·ot )Jx only be the 

encompassing whole, Rnd . the principle of ind1v1dvel1t,, but most 

importantly, he will be the unity of an encompas!?-!ng syetern ·of 

relations. Such a conception has ti1:re e.dy been· developed by· earlier 

-. . 

American tpeolo~1Gne whose vision of God a~x was eeeent1ally social. 
-=··:·: . 

"New ·ethical pr1nc-tp1ee are ne.eded to enable men· to 11v~ in 

harmony w1 th the new impersonal me.chnn1sm of rnaas e0c1ety ~ Thie 

soc1otechnic ethic will affirm the values of a technical social 

: · ·. 

organization of life in the same wap that ear11er Protestantism affir~~d 

the values of a radical 1nd1v1dual~~m which opposes all social structures 

1n principle~" Richardson .concludes. 

While I believe that Richardson somewhat overdraws the opposition 

betseen individualism and thP. social real1t~ee of church life, I am 

very much taken by h1_e futur1st1o probings 1nt·o the ~heolof.~Y of . 

soc1otec·nnio ege, because 1ts 1mpl1cat1cms for ~uda1ern are profound. 

In term~ of · the question of relevance to the emt?rg ~·ng · wo~-1a order, 

~t . 1s quite conceivable t~at the very structure of Jewish peoplehood 
' 

an~ the this-worldly emphasee of Judaism w~nx could be6ome ~odels 

. for the restru·ct ur1ng of the corporate 11fe . of other religious commun1 ties, . . . . . 

·and certain theological strains of both ra'.:>b.in1c and .. haee1C.1c tra~ ~ tions 

emphasizing the r ":>ale of holy worldliness may well become more central 

in the contemporary religious coneciousnesp, th~n they have thus far . . 

0 The tradition of Isrnel," Will H~rberg has written, "the 

ong_oing tradition of· e:elf-udnerstdainding of I s rael in relation to its 

God has ~lways defined Israel as a covenant folk (£1- ~Cft.,.·a:s;z:a!Zaea, 
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Ao Jewish 
18 

teaching has always understood it, I snael RB· a people 
cvl-

brought into being by God to ·aervil him a 1C1nd of task force 
/\ i 

: " 

1n the fulf lllraent of l'i1s · purposes in history ••• The vo.cat1on 

to which I s rael ia appointed by divine covenant ~s traditionally 

defined in the tera k1aaueh hashem, "sanctlf1c.at1on of the name"-~ 

stadding witness to the 11v1n.g God ar.i1dst the 1dolatr1e-s ·or the 

world ••• For the Jew, the God pf personal exis~ence - 'My God' 

· · · is t!\e ~od of the covenant - thP. 'Go.i n-f" oPr fathers. • ·The 

decision for Go~ 1e a decisir.n for the covenant, and the deceA1on 

for the covenant is a decision for Gan. The Jews f1noe the 

living God of faith in and through Israel, ann in and through 

the covenanted peqple of God, that has sto~~ w1tnee ~ to God . through 

the ages and that~.~~~ meaning of 1 ts~~~;j~x1etenC'e only 

in itR world-challenging end world-tranefnrming vocation." 

In this perspective Judaism 1e more then a religion 
-

an~ 8 eth1cal mon~b~eismu. Judahsm has elements of peoplehccd, 

culture, and religion. The ·C" ncept of J~·.-: ieh peoplehood. incorporates 

the reality of the land of Israel which 1s se~n as funnaGental 
~ ... '"' 

to the preservation of ~he Jewish ·spirit, and as the major 

contemporary incarnation of Jew1~h attempts to confront modernity 

and shape 'h1story 1n terms of the distinctive Jewish ethos. There 

le rio virtue in Jewish . nat1o ~.aliem as ·euch, the iate Ch~ef Rabbi 

Kook of Israel, reminds us; 
. j 

it 1s "holy an~r1ghte~us only if 1t is 

animat~d by the longing for perfection0 " The Biblical- challenge 

. to Israel, both people and nation, to undertr·ke the role of 

0a kingdom of pr~~sts" means, according to Rabbi Kdok, assuming 

·the obl i~ation as a comrnun1 ty !' t ..... work and to ~l with u~mo P.t 
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devotion. to further the d1v1ne ideal of human perfection. 11 

On the face of it, it would appear that these goals. of social 

.·· 

.. -· 

have commanded substantial, if not ·widespread,. res:oonse and commitment 

on .the part of young Jews to the Jewish community and its institutions: . 

It would seem, in fa.ct, that ·these th~m/ which ar~ central in J.owish·'· 
-··· . . ~ . 

tradition are suggestive of modes of thinking . and action ·that are · 

pP..rt of the \'Tave of the future that the Hervey CoJQes, Richard. Bhaulls, 

an-;l Herbert·x R1chardsone and dJthers are prescr1'1>1ng for the Christian 

future. 

How and why d1d the Jewish community fail? 

Prof. Irving Greenberg of Yeshiva University has ~ain that 

the Jewish co ;:.mu~1 ty is blsedin~ to death on t'he campuses as a 
. "'"":\ 

result of y~uth alien.tat 1cn, interrnar!··iage, ann apa._tjhy • 

. Reading much of the wr1t1nes of young Jewish persons and 

reflecti.Qn- on numerous· conversations with them leads to a number 
. 0 - ' 

of conclusions: 

1) The Jewish corn:nunity 1e overorg'alhtzed to cope with old 
. ' 

issues and underorge.n1zed to face new ei tuations • .. 
2) The Jewi~h community is t!rr1bly underor ganized in facing 

yout·h culture. 

· 3) .The Jewish community 1e tP.rr1bly underorgan1..zed tn providing 

eff~otive vehicles for xr± serious Jewish participation· in An:tr1can 

society, nnd in .world oroblems. .. -

Several br.ief comments are necessary. 

On the first point: most ~oung Jewish people today were born 
.. 

after the Naz.1 holocaust, while their parente
1 

no matter how i~~eligious1 
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continue to live 1n the shadow of that traumatic experience. The . 

rise of anti-Senitism in the United States at the he1ght ~f racial 
' ' . 

confrontations in the large cities, the systematic c·ampa1gne of 

anti-Semitism waged by the Soviet~ Union and . he~ .sta satel11tes,fr-vl. 

ant:i-J ewieh actions of Arab propegandi.ste and thr.eats to Jewish 

lives by the Al Fatnh result in condi tion.ed reflex responses on the 

. part of the older Je'11 1sh generation. Jews leaPned a permanent and 

universal lesson as a resDlt of the Nazi holocaust: we take threats 

of persecttion end final solutions seriously and we belie~e our . 

enemies. · 

To numbers of young Jewe those que!'t1on~ are "old 11 issues, 

and the older generation is viewed ae "upti~ht" •. Especially · among 

the radical left, there is an unconcern a 'bout the place of J ei..;ry 

·; 
l . 

1n the contem!)C"lrary world. There . is an 1.mconcern about those 

1nst1tut1ons which se~k to guarantee the eecu~1ty of .Jews in ·relation 

to their neighbors. 

The younger generation has never lived in a world ehere ,_ 

the State of Israel did not exist and does not know that older 

Jewe continue to feel, ~espi~e recent Istael1 military euocesses, 
. c 

that the existence of Ierael 1a still ~rail, especially in light of 
. . 

the Soviet Union' e heavy pr.es.ence 1n the M1dnle East. In BtddJ:tion, 

current student .ideology ls not sympathetic to particailaristio 

i ·oyal ties. This is paradoxical and baffl1n~ to the older generation 

· w~o witness enthuaiaetic support on . the· part of the ·ne~ left young 

" 

of the nationalism of m1crostatee, min1stat~a·, and states whos~.- · 

names read like typographical mistakes in Asia and Africa. lBrael ie 

seen by the radical young as an inheritance of European nat1r.na11srns, 

which 1e bad nationalism; while the older generation sees Israel as 

···--
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as part and parcel of the new raovement·e t ·owa:rd eelf-deterroinat1on 

of the .Third Wcrld, that 1s, good nationalism. The point is often 

made agroee the genera~1on gap thnt Ie~ael, ~eep1te 1ts onerous 

bur-den of eeour1ty and. eurvi.val, has during its twenty year.a of 

existence provided technical assistance programs tox~wxRati~RBx · 

65 nations in Aale., Afr1c,· and Latin America, and that about .1,000 

black and colored Asians and Africans have etucli.ed in Israel thi.e 
. 

year in · technical ass1 stance and. ecormomic develoumerit an~R nation-
) / 

building programs • 

. . · ,,-:· .. 

: ... ' · .. :~:.:;:. _: . 
~~ . . . . . .. 

· : . -
"' ' ·· ; ·.· . 

. i 

~he support of the xta~~xn~ people ann the state of Israel, 

th'e .defense efforts against anti-Semitism in the United States and 

abroad remain the high priority issues on the agenna of the major 

Jewish communal bodies, and will not likely change as 1ong as 

there 1e no peane in the Mid~le East, an~ anti-Semitism remains 

part of the group conflict scene. 

_Second. the preoccu~at1on with the valid cla1ma of 

Jewish survival and defense has precluded up till now the taking 

of students' ·.)robler!lS se1 lously on the part of the Je~·: 1sh organizations. . . . 

Some programs have been carried out by Jewish rel~gious bodies, Hillel, . . . - . /~- . 

and 1nc~eas1ngly other agencies, but -with apparent not too great 

effectiveness. As Prof. L?6ndrd Fein of MIT has noted, 

HWe Se !:'k to convert student to forms that have little 

. to do w1th his positions· and understandings. We pat-ron1z.e the young 

because we don 1 t have a.~ything trix1ncyx really to eay to them. In 

patronizing' the atu·~ ent we are wasting the richest potential resource. 
whose value to us might be preeisely his ability to help define the 

..J 
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· the present ·~esse.ge of Judaism 11 • 

There. is need -for new movements and . institutions 1n 

· which students participate 1~ defining the message of . Jud~ism, 

and that enabl~ him to E~R~MX articulate and act out !alues, 

to experiment with methods for gP,ner.a.ting social and int~rpers.onal 
. . :. ~ .. ·. 

c0ncerns. 

Thtrcl~ it 1e a great tragedy that many young peopl~ · 
,.: ' . 

feel. cornp~lled to choose ~atween Jewishness ana · conc~r~ for 
-· 

mankind. The basic ~oral pr1nc1:>les of Judaism are · r_~levant, 

and tha moral insights and historic experience of Jeviry can 

serve ae a guide to some ~f the great issues of the day -

V1etnan, Biafra, racial justice, anti-poverty ~fforts, , apartheio, 

nuclear d1sar~araent, economic dev~loprnent. 

In the conviction that Ju0a1ern can make a c ontribution 

. l:mxku~aRizsxx±~2x in the contemp·orary str1Jggle to humanize life; 

~ number of us in the Je!rieh co!":!nun1 ty ha11e se.t about to 'create 

t 'ogethe_r with young Jewish leaders two structures which we 

hope will become res;.ona1ve to the needs ~-1e hav~ just dincuased: 
. ~ 

the first .is the.t .of National Jewish Ur~·an FoundP.tion, which 
<; 

in addttion to serving other purposes such es aiding the Jewish 

poor ns well the poor and deppived of other coi!lmun1.t1ee,. will 

.become a vehicle tor leadership .trcrtning and _community organi~ati0n 

. work for young, competent Jewish activi~ta. The second, which 

1 s still in the drawing board etag_es, is the cr11?at ion of a 

J ew1sh t'lorld S~T'V ic~, moc:leled on the pattern of Chta1ch Worid 

Service and Caritas I nternational.· Thia we hope i n time will. 

beeo~e the tangible expression of the proph~tic universalism 
l..S Sc C\ilCt<1.ln:Cli5t;1 :i, lt'ic c, ;\;cn5 ai-;..1 d,~·1··A7. 

of Judaism. wl11ch 1~ ~n .~'t1t:'.,,·~r.i~t;JC7~ '~ ", .,~,. ,. .... -1"',. -· •- .; ... _. __ _ 
~- ... • ./ I 

. I . . 
., • • ~ ~I: • 
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Without some organization, a religious man, however saintly, has very 
limited influence of any kind even up'on his contemporaries, let alone upon 
succeeding generations. If a religious man's influence is confined to that 
which he himself can do person by person, he is limited by simple arithmetic. 
Even a simple organization, such as Jesus used--12 apostles and 120 disciples 
sent out to heal and preach--nrultiplied his influence by geometric rather than 
arithmetic progression. 

This is not to say that the message remains as pure and powerful when it 
is organized or that the message is neither distorted nor perverted by the fact 
of organization. But without. organization to follow up, no man's influence, 
religious or otherwise, becomes very significant. The process may be more or 
less spontaneous, but it must recur if the original source of inspiration is not 
to be forgotten and lost. 

Organized religion has produced cultures and is always affected by the 
culture it has at least in part produced. Organized religion has been relevant 
in popularizing and upholding private and public morality and very often has 
been the matrix out of which new saints and philosophers have risen. Jesus 
himself is unthinkable without the organized synagogue and the tradition of the 
pharisees. 

The World Council of Churches is an ill~stration of an organized Christian 
body that is doing something to be relevant to the future of man. The present 
program of the World Council may be divided into six major emphases: 

1. In cooperation with the Pontifical Connnission on Justice and Peace of 
the Roman Catholic Church, the World Council is connnitted to a three-year 
crash program to inspire, instruct and convert Christians all over the world to 
make their specific contribution to world peace. This program aims in the 
churches of the poor to replace resentment with hope, and frustration with 
corrunitment to viable plans. In the affluent nations and in the affluent parts 
of single nations, the task is to make Christians understand that all men are 
their neighbours and that there will be no peace without economic justice world-wide. 

2. The Department of Church and Society of the World Council (with Roman 
Catholic participation) is launching a five-year program of study now entitled 
"The Future of Man and Society in a World of Science-based Technology." The 
specific contribution of this effort will be to try to marry accepted and 
acceptable moral and spiritual values and aims with .the actions of men who are 
already detennining man's future by their scientific, engineering and adminis
trative decisions. 

3. The World Council has established a new department of education. It 
will be concerned with general education, Christian nurture from generation to 
generation, and theological education in its broadest sense, including the 
sophisticated education of adult leaders of churches, ordained and unordained. 
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4. The World Council has begun a program to concentrate on the study of 
man. A lecturer from Oxford has given up his distinguished post to come to 
Geneva for five years to be the sti.nu..llator, catalyst and coordinator of this 
program. A wide variety of disciplines will be brought into collaboration. 
Anthropologists and other social scientists need to ·stimulate theologians and 
philosophers, moralists and politicians, and to be stimulated by them in return. 

s. The World Council is inaugurating a five-year program to combat racism. 
There have been sharp changes in attitude among colored peoples (particularly 
black peoples) which challenge the goal of "equality and integration" which had 
earlier been accepted as the right and Christian position. 

6. The World Council plans a study of worship and its relevance to Christian 
morality. This program of concentration on the mysteries of worship and its new 
difficulties in a secularized age may well be the Council's most important cutting 
edge. So long as the church is an instrument to .bring men into contact with God 
in the fullness of his revelation of himself .and of his infinite mystery, there 
is the hope that men will have new visions of meaning for their lives and will 
dream new dreams for their future. · 
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Although Christ has promised to be always with His Church, the promise 
does not guarantee the survival of any particular fonn of the church. That the 
church should be an unpopular minority is of itself no reproach. The success 
of the Church does not lie in popular approval, worldy power, large ntunbers, 
let alone in fine buildings and flourishing investment. Men turning their 
back on the Gospel and going their own way is not necessarily a failure of 
which the Church should be ashamed. 

The Church fails only if it becomes corrupt when judged by the Gospel. The 
present failure of the Church is its corruption; uamely tne attitude and actions 
of those who call themselves Christian and claim to represent Christ do not 
correspond to the Gospel~ 

The Church is corrupt in two ways: It has made its own institutional 
existence and authori~y absolute, an end not a means , and thus subordinated 
the Gospel and the Kingdom of God to the transient needs and privileges of an 
historical and social institution. Second, it has failed, not sporadically 
and personally, but consistently and institutionally in faith, hope and love. 

When the Church makes itself an absolute, it becomes a powerful factor in 
enslaving men and destroying their freedom. · While there are also evidences of 
compromise in the Protestant churches, it is undoubtedly in the Roman Catholic 
Church that ecclesiastical institutions have been mad~ absolute in a thorough
going, systematic way, which in principle outlaws radical refonn. 

The Church has failed in faith by constantly distorting truth to suit its 
institutional ends; it has used whatever power it had to suppress inquiry; it 
has condemned or hampered many of its thinkers. Despite all the efforts to 
alter this spirit, institutionally it remains dominant. The Church has failed 
in hope because fear not joy dominates its life. And the Church has failed in 
loye, because it puts its institutional needs before persons. 

Why has the Church failed? 

The Church has failed because in ma.king its own instituional privilege its 
primary concern, it has resisted, and still to a great extent resists, the 
various social revolutions which mark the history of modern Western society. 

The first revolution which the Roman Catholic Church failed to meet was 
the scientific revolution of the latter part of the 17th Century. The Church, 
which had condenmed Galileo fifty years before, was simply incapable of meeting 
the challenge. In the area of the social and pol itical revolution, the Church 
opposed the process of change. It supported the political establishment and 
resisted and condemned the modern freedoms. 

How can the Church. succeed? If by "Church" we mean the social body called 
the Roman Catholic Church, then I personally do not think it can succeed. The 
changes ·required for its reform are so radical that were they achieved the 
Church would lose its distinctive features. 
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The first, fundamental change required is the reversal of the priority 
given to the institution. Putting the institution first has been the source 
of the Church's corruption; dethroning it is the first requirement for the 
Church's reform. The institutional fonn of the Church in its entirety should 
be regarded as changeable. 

Laity, priests and bishops must actively rebel against the present 
structure, demythologize it and break its hold. This active insurgence against 
the present corrupt and hampering structures needs to happen on every level of 
Church authority. . 

The First Vatican Council with its definition of Papal supremacy and 
infallibility was a counter-revolutionary reassertion of authority against a 
changing world and essentially negative reaction to the social, religious and 
intellectual demands of the time. 

In response to the Industrial Revolution, the Papal social encyclicals have 
in -general been too cautious and conservative, over-anxious to preserve the 
stability of the status quo and too eager and sweeping in their condemnations 
of corrununism and socialism. 

The Second Vatican Council released tremendous refonning forces within the 
Church and succeeded in bringing about many changes: doctrinal, liturgical, 
and practical. But they have not succeeded in dislodging the existing power 
structure nor in changing the institutional form of the church nor in bringing 
about any renunciation ·of absolutist claims. The fundamental corruption remains 
untouched. 

The authority of the Pope must be decisively and finally repudiated. It is 
wishful thinking to suppose that an authoritarian structure, entrenched for 
centuries and with its authority supported by dogmatic definitions, is going to 
relinquish its hold and repudiate its claims without active and open resistance. 

The present institutional set-up of the Church is clericalist, top-heavy, 
and remote from the people and their social struggle. It is rigid, conservative 
and counter-revolutionary by its involvement with the economic and political 
establishment and by its concern for institutional stability. 

From the break-up of the present institutions, elements will survive and 
usefully serve the Church of the future. By itself, the so-called underground 
or "free church" is too fonnless. While at present it serves a very necessary 
function, it will need in the future to join up with what r.emains from a radical 
upheaval in the major Christian denominations. 

The Church, then, will succeed in the forthcoming world corrom.m.ity: first, 
by the widespread fonnation of radical Christian conununities or a personal type; 
and second by a break-up of the present institutional structure of the churches, 
which will free elements of meaning and organization for use in reshaping the 
wider Christian corrmrunity. 
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In spite of all that can be said about the failure of organized religion 
to be relevant in today's world, I must begin with the affinnation that organi
zed religion has been extremely relevant to me personally. The truth of the 
matter is that most of what I am and may become I owe to organized religion. 

Organized religion has been the preserver of values and IlR.lch of what is 
worthy in Western culture. It was organized religion that made possible the 
acceptance of the law of the land in IlR.lch of the South following the enactment 
of the Civil'Rights Act of 1964. 

The Church's failure to be relevant begins at the point where we move 
beyond the relationship of the individual to God and ask questions of social 
relationship. Organized religion serves well as the maintainer of culture, but 
falters in her prophetic judgments upon culture. · 

The Southern Christian Leadership Conference is an example of organized 
para-religious institutions in which there is a constant struggle to continue 
to "break down the dividing wall of hostility," which separates man from God and 
from his brothers. 

Things looked dark for us on that Good Friday in 1963 in Binningham, Alabama, 
when with all our funds gone, Martin Luther King decided that instead of going 
north to raise funds, he would join his followers in jail, thereby suffering at 
the hands of the ci vie bastion of segr.egation. 

It was not long before the entire city rose up from its grave of fears and 
gave witness to the social significance of the resurrection. Had there not 
been a voluntary assumption of the sufferings of Binningham's black citizens 
by Dr. King, had there been no crucifixion, there could be no resurrection. 

The relevance of organized religion is still dependent upon a willingness 
to- suffer for what is right. God's· action is the action of the suffering 
servant. · 

A national religious body must prepare itself not only to minister to its 
constituent members, but IlR.lst confront the "principalties and powers" of Dow 
Chemical Corporation, the United Fruit Company, the Pentagon, and any adminis
tration in power . This cannot be a casual "safe" ministry. An institution 
must also risk death in order that it might rise again. 

Would it not be more consistent with the precepts of organized religion 
were we to invest tin low-cost housing for the poor at a federal guaranteed 
interest rate of 7 1/2 percent than to invest in the IlR.lrderous productions of 
Dow Chemical Corporation, Lockheed's bombings or the exploitation of the 
resources of our brothers in Latin America, Asia, and Africa at 12 or 15 percent? 
The corporate wealth of organized religion could put an ,end to hunger, ill 
health and poor housing the world over. 

The last 300 years have seen the Christian nations of the West move from 
chattel slavery to the political slavery of colonialism, which gives all the 
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credit for industrial and technological advance to the Puritan ethic of industry 
and frugality, with barely a mention of SO million slaves who came to this 
country and by their sweat and blood created the acCUJ1U1lation of capital which 
ultimately produced this affluent society. 

When Gulf Oil automated its refineries in Curacao on the north coast of 
South America, it took no consideration of the fact that one-fifth of the work 
force of that tiny country would be left unemployed by such mechanization. 
Within a month, there was massive rioting in what had been a tropical paradise. 
A church awakened to the needs of the brethren might have interceded with Gulf 
Oil and worked out a plan for development which would have expanded the economy 
of the country and yet enabl ed Gul f to make whatever technological changes 
necessary for them to remain competitive • 

.An organized religious force could exercise tremendous influence for good 
in our highly competitive economy. Just the thought of hundreds of religious 
folk switching from Gulf Oil to Shell Oil would bring a willingness to negotiate. 

To be relevant in an international arena, organized religion Tm.lSt be an 
advocate for the poor. 
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Organized religion is not in very serious trouble, at least in no more 
trouble than it has been in the past. 1bere is .nothing in either the theory 
or the empirical findings of contemporary sociology which would lead us to 
think that our era in this respect is different from any other era. · 

There are no theoretical grollllds to expect a decline in religion. The 
sacred and the secular have coexisted for a long time and show every inclina
tion to continue to coexist. Not only will religion continue, but organized 
religion will continue, though one does not necessarily conclude that the 
present religious organizations will continue. 

Nothing is more irrelevant for the churches than the relevant, that which 
is most fashionable at the present time -- for that which is more fashionable 
today will be out of fashion tomorrow. It is necessary for the organized church 
to realize that to a considerable extent each new generation has to make its 
own religious decisions. 

Whatever one may say about its abuses and extremes, psychoanalysis has made 
possible considerable personal growth for many people, a growth which involves 
death and resurrection -- a putting off of the old man and the putting on of the 
new. There ought to be rejoicing in organized religion when it is noted that 
the issue of death and resurrection and the issue of transendence seem to be 
once mpre among the principle issues that must be faced. Religion is not only 
free once again to compete in the open marketplace of interpretive schemes; it 
can also provide a high quality product, a product toward which there seems to 
be a sustained predisposition in substantial numbers of mankind. 

Concern for doctrinal orthodoxy is not a complete waste of time, but when 
it becomes an obsession, when the preservation of the exact wording or interpre
tive schemes takes all the life and vitality out of these schemes, then clearly 
something inappropriate has happened. Nor does one need to assume that in an 
apparent conflict between scientific findings and a rigid orthodoxy, the only 
choice is to jettison orthodoxy. 

One of the basic reasons for the defensiveness of churches on doctrinal 
matters was the fear that in any dialogue between science and religion, religion 
was bound to come off second best. The trouble with the defenders of the faith 
is thatthey did not have enough faith. 

Another critical issue which the organized. churches must face is modern 
man's quest for corranunity. Undergrolllld ecclesial groups are lllldergrolllld pre
cisely because the above ground congregations look with suspicion upon small, 
infonnal and intimate ecclesial groui)s. The critical question is whether organ
ized religion is ready to face the fact that some underground co1TDT1UI1ities may 
indeed represent the authentic working of the Spirit who still blows whither 
He wills. 

Far from being afraid of proliferation of ecclesial COITD1JUllities, the churches 
should do everything possible to facilitate such groups, while at the same time 
warning them of the dangers of manipulation and regression to infantile behavior. 
As the inclination to see heresy everywhere puts the churches on the defensive 
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in matters of faith and meaning, so the temptation to see schism everywhere has 
put the churches on the defensive in matters of love and corranunity. 

The hlDllall race is badly fouled up on matters of sexuality. The Freudian 
insight has produced a revolution, which, for all its aberrations, holds great 
promise of decreasing the level of confusion and sickness which affects human 
sexuality. The love of Christ for His Church is so intertwined in the New 
Testament with the love of husband for wife that one simply cannot understand 
how the church could possibly not rejoice in the Freudian revolution. 

Contemporary man is also looking for unity with the physical world. He 
wants to recapture · a sense of onenes- with his own emotions and with the basic 
forces of the Wliverse which he feels surge up in his emotions. 

The Pentecostal hysteria, rock mass, folk nrusic, guitars, to say nothing 
of astrology, divination, and oriental mysticism are all a judr;nent on the 
Western churches for their failure to respond to man's yearning for the sacred 
and the ecstatic. The churches once again did not have the courage to believe 
in themselves or the best of their own traditions. They thought that there was 
no room for the mystical in an age of science or for the sacred in an age of 
reason. Now, when the mystical and the sacred reappear again, and with a 
vengeance, the churches are caught off gaurd. They had always argued that not 
by cold reason alone does man live, and now find themselves surprised to learn 
that they were right. 

If our predictions about the challenges of the future are correct, the 
churches will have to be flexible, confident, experimental, and open-minded in 
their structures. They will have to engage in constant dialogue with the lead
ing ideas of their time, yet not in such a way as to presume that such. ideas 
at a given time are automatically superior to their own vision. The church 

. will have to facilitate and encourage the proliferation of various small ecclesial 
corm:nunities within their structures, rejoicing in diversity and plura-formity. 
Organized religion, therefore, will not cease to be organized, but will be better 
organized. 
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I call to your attention at the beginning the precise tenns of the assign
ment given to me. The three key words are: relevancy, organized, and future. 
Let us examine them, but not in order. · 

We are thinking here about organized religion. . We are not considering the 
effect of Buddha, or of Jesus, or of St. Francis on the lives of their contem
poraries or their followers. We are thinking rather of the effects on man and 
society of a group of Buddhist monks who have come together for prayer in a 
monastery in Ceylon or Tibet. We are thinking of the effects on the life of 
men of the congregations of professed followers of Jesus who have built a church 
and gather there each Sl.Dlday for songs and prayers, for sennons and sacraments. 
We are not thinking of the direct and amazing influence of St. Francis as he 
walked along the· dusty roads of Italy followed by a few ragged men opening men's 
eyes to Go·d and nature so that their whole lives were reoriented. We are think
ing of the Franciscan Church of the Armunciation in Nazareth and of the head
quarters of the Society of Jesus in Rome or of the London missionary society. 

The organization of religion takes many fonns, but it is not a sociologi
cal analysis of these forms with which we are here concerned. It is rather 
the sharp contrast between faith, prayer, and the service of God which seems 
entirely spontaneous because of some direct response to God and the many ways 
which men have organized themselves to repeat the acts, to say the prayers·, to 
tell the story, and to do the things that the spontaneous original did at the 
first either without rel.igious ~iganization or even perhaps 'in spite of it. 

In our secularized society organized religion is not very well thought of. 
There is a general mood of anti-e.stablishment which focuses upon religi'ous es
tablishment too and is repelled by what is seen. Having spent my adult life in 
the service of organized Christianity, I nevertheless do not want to appear over 
defensive of it. But I do suggest that there is a great deal of nonsense spoken 

. ag~inst organized religion. · Without some organization a religious man, however 
saintly, has very limited influence of any kind even upon his contemporaries let 
alone upon succeeding generations. This is a simple question of mathematics. 
If a religious man's influence is confined to that which he himself can do per
son by person, his influence is limited by simple arithmetic. But even a 
simple organization, such as Jesus used, 12 apostles and 120 disciples being 
sent out to heal and preach multiplied his influence by geometric rather than 
arithmetic progression. · 

This is not to say that the message remains as pure and powerful when it 
is organized. This is not to say that the message is neither distorted nor 
perverted by the fact of organization. But I do say that without organization 
to follow up, no man's influence, religious or otherwise, becomes very s.ignifi
cant .. At the least the story tellers must be told the story. At least the acts 
and rites of memory must be performed. At least new followers must be recruited. 
This process may be more or less spontaneous, but it nrust recur if the original 
source of inspiration .is not to be fo.rgotten and lost. · 

The second important word is relevance. ''The relevance of organized reli
gion". I remind you that relevance itself has no moral content. · The widespread 
feeling that organized religion has nruch less .effect, either good or bad, than 
it used to upon man in our western society is welcomed as a ·fact by some and 
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regretted by others. Organ.ized science, organized government, organized busi
ness enterprise, o_rganized education, o.rganized teclmology, organized coITDJll.lili
cation, organized politics, seem to be ImJch more influential 'upon modeni man 
than organized religion. Is this good or bad? If organized religion is re
sponsible for the recent clashes between protestants and Roman Catholics in 
NorthelTl Ireland, most of us would say, it would be better if ·organized religion 
were totally irrelevant. And this is the general attitude of the secular mind. 
The European wars that followed the Reforination, the Crusades, the Jihad appear 
to marxists and many ·liberal ·hurnanists as being the typical negative kind of 
relevance of organized religion. But there are all sorts of other influences 
of organized religion. Neith~r Raphael nor Rembrandt would have painted so 
well without the religious inspiration of Rome or Geneva. Organized religion 
has produced cultures and is always affected by the culture it has at least in 
popularizing and upholding private and public morality and very often has been 
the matrix out of which new saints and philosophers have risen. Jesus himself~ 
is unthinkable without the organized synagogue and the tradition of the Phari- ~ 
sees. Neither history nor the present day gives any strong ground to suppose 
that suddenly religion has become irrelevant. Whether the influence of organ-
ized religion is good or bad is an entirely different question. Whether ·the 
Christian Church is as relevant as the Christ it worships and professes to 
serve, is actually an irrelevant question. The real question of this consul
tation is whether now and in the future organized religion is important or not, 
whether it has been outgrown or remains a withered appendix with no useful 
function only flaring up now and again needing to be soothed or cut out of the 
body of mankind. · · 

This leads to the third important word, future. "The relevance of organ
ized Religion, an agenda for the future." Ever since Darwin, the influence of 
the future has int.ensified in the modem world. Our topic takes it for granted 
that the future is important. There have be1en times when the past was "thought 
to _be nruch more important than the future. There are pocket cultures today in 
various isolated parts of the world where repetition is thought to be prefer
able to any innovation for any future result . There have been periods in 
which history, past or future, seemed much less important to most men's think
ing than it does today. 

Among the so-called "high" religions Judaism and Christianity, due to their 
conunon scriptural base, take a .linear view o:f history rather than the circular 
view familiar in ancient Hindu or Greek religions~ According to the Hebrew 
scriptures, history has a beginning, an ultimate meaning arid a consunmation. 
It has an end, a telos not ·simply a finis. This history finds its meaning in 
the relationship of individual men and women, and the nations that are composed 
of them, to a God who is understood as the transcendent Creator, Redeemer, and 
Judge. 

Within this linear conception of history there has been room for concepts 
as different from each other as romantic utopianism on the one hand and radical 
escapism (the monastic ideal) on the other. Organized Christianity at its most 
fruitful periods has kept in tension such pairs of complementary concepts as 
"the Kingdom of God on earth" and "individual Salvation in heaven"; heaven and 
hell, general utopianism and the narrow way to life which but few are able to 
find; materialism and asceticism; individualism and socialism; man as helpless 
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sinner and man as potential son of God. 

But ~th all these variations the n.iling concept has been a concept of 
human history as going towards the end which God its creator has planned for 
it. And even in the extreme form of Calvinist belief in the aL111ighty sover
eignty of God, Christianity's effect has been to inspire men by "fear and hope 
to resp:>nd to God's will and to work out the salvation which God offers. The 
history of man, according to Christian revelation is of ultimate import but 
finds that importance because of its relationship to the transcendent God over 
and above that history who is made known in Jesus Christ within that history. 
The future, because it is in the hands of God, transfonns the quality of the 
present and illumines the meaning of the past. 

* * 

Within this general understanding of the topic let me use the rest of this 
paper to .outline the present plans and purposes of the World Council of Churches 
as a concrete illustration of what one organized Christian body is cbing in 
order to be relevant to the future of man. But let me first note brie.fly two 
characteristics of the present moment, which, taken together, are the cause and 
stimulation 9f these particular plans and progranunes. · 

The first of these is the amazing technological development of this cen
tury. What was science fiction until 10 or 15 years ago became a reality on 
July 20. It has now been proved that man can dominate his environment with 
his science-based engineering and administrative techniques. Man can do tech
nically almost anything he ·conceives and believe is worth doing. Communication, 
production of goods, and transport are transforming the earth into a single 
interdependent neighborhood. Furthennore, man has the tools with which to de
stroy it all and ·to end human history. This all is fact and needs no develop
ment or illustration by me to prove it. 

The second characteristic of this moment cf human history is that these same 
men who now can do almost anything which technically they conceive, are more and 
more confused as to their values. Nihilism appears to be more and more popular. 
The pendulwn of western civilization's ultimates has swung widely between tjleism 
and atheism, agnosticism and existentialism, materialism and despair, until nih
ilism seems the only sensible option. This intellectual and moral confusion 
appears in all the world societies and rultures . It is not simply phenomenon 
of a decaying Christian culture as the marxists would have it. China and Russia 
are just as· nruch confus~ as everybody else. It is not a phenomenon of the north 
alone (the technologically advanced affluent societies); new nations of the third 
world can find no ·adequate reason to sacrifice for their own future. Stalinists 
and Birchites both know that their progranunes make no sense at a moment when a 
sense of direction for the future is deeply needed. Most men find nothing to 
move them but nostalgia for an irretrievable past when things were simple, and 
right was r_ight and wro_ng was wrong. 
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The World Council of Churches is composed of active member churches from 
all the major cultures of the world except that of mainland China. They have 
in common faith in Jesus Christ. The World Council of Churches is corronitted 
to the unity of the Church, but only as its faith is cosmic enough to enable 
Christianity to be equally committed to the corrammity of the wo'rld. It is against 
sectarianism and triumphalism. It is committed to a unity which is not uniform
ity but a plurifonnity which respects the various identities that make up man
mind. Recognizing the fact that Christians are a minority in the world, it seeks 
to find the way to be faithful to Jesus Christ, and yet humble enough to learn 
from all men, religious and anti-religious, so that there may be a cormm.mity of 
all mankind. It ·sets this hope in a context not of romantic utopianism but 
rather in the context of faith in G9d and a realistic appraisal of man's radi-
cal sinfulness and potential virtue. 

The present programme of the World Council of Churches may be divided into 
six major emphases as follows: 

1. In cooperation with the Pontifical ColTBllission on Justice and Peace of the 
Roman Catholic Church, the World Council of Churches is committed to a 
three year crash programme to inspire, instruct and convert Christians all 
over the world to make their specific contribution to world peace. In the 
affluent nations and in the affluent parts of single nations, the task is 
to make Christians understand that all men are their neighbors and that 
there will be no peace without economic justice world-wide. The programme 
aims in the churches of the poor to replace resentJllent with hope arid frus
tration with commitJllent to viable plans. More and more economists and 
politicians are agreeing on what must happen if the second development 
decade is not to end as dismally as the first. But so far there is neither 
sufficient vision nor morality to motivate men to avoid catastrophe let 
alone, to establish peace. Fear and distrust make this progranune very 
hard to begin. Pope Paul VI said that ''Development is the new name of 
peace". But many suspicious men are cynically saying "Development is the 
new name for colonialism and ex:ploi tation". Some s·ay we are utopian 
romantics. We say that all that is required is for men to expand their 
best morality to the world-wide scale which the "global village" now de
m~ds. In the United States this progranme of the W.C.C. for Justice and 
Peace will appear as the joint programme of the National Council of Churches 
and the National Conference of Roman Catholic Bishops. In the United States 
such a programme nrust work closely with the institutions of Judiasm and 
those of ·secular humanists. In other countries of collaboration of Budd
hists must be sought. In still other countries Islam will be the chief 
religious collatorator. In India Hinduism. In the socialist world the 
effort must be pressed for dialogue and cooperation with marxists. Every
where there is demanded close working relations with govenunental and 
intergovernmental ~gencies. If th1s programme is only partially success
ful," it will nevertheless prove the relevance of organized religion to 
man's most pressing problem. · · 

2. The Department of Church and Society of the World Council of Churches 
(with Roman Catholic participation) is launching a five year programme of 
study now entitled ''The Future of Man and Society in a World of Science
Based Technology". Included here will be an examination with physical 
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scientists, social scientists and all kinds of engineers, the questions 
of cybernetics, enviromnent pollution, popula tio'n controls, genetics, etc. 
etc. The specific contribution of this World Council effort will be to 
try to marry accepted and acceptable moral and spiritual values and aims 
with the actions of men who are already detennining man's future by their 
scientific, engineering, and achninistrative decisions. The point here is 
to ask the right ques.tions in time if it is not already too late. It is 
not proposed that the religious forces should repeat in an amateur way 
what is being done by universities, governments and the specialized agencies 
of the lhlited Nations. It is proposed that without religious partic"ipation 
in plans for the future, the future will be a catastrophe for man. 

3. The World Cmmcil of Churches, has, despite its financial limitations, es
tablished a new department of Education. It is a small operation as world 
operations go, but it can be important because of its relationships with 
UNESCO and with the manifold operations of the churches in Educational 
institutions all over the world. Three interrelated kinds of education 
are bound together :in a single overall concern: general education, Chris
tian nurture from generation to generation, and theological education in 
its broadest sense, :including the sophisticated education of adult leaders 
of the churches, ordained and unordained. General education, its values . · 
and methods is clearly the chief bottle-neck to development and peace. A 
small staff, soon to be augmented by a likely merger with the World Council 
of Christian Education, will develop conferences, consultation, and seminars 
world-wide, to help in the mannnouth task of the re-education of mankind. 
Within that goal is the re-education of Christian educators everywhere. 
Paulo Freire of Brazil, now teaching at Harvard, comes to us in January to 
round out as "senior consultant" an already distinguished staff. For edu
cation is a six continent task. No advanced nation has the models yet upon 
which mankind dare build. 

4. A year and a half ago when the staff of the World Council of Churches was 
examining progranmie proposals of the various units of the Council in pre
paration for the Uppsala Assembly, a surprising convergence of interest 
and direction was discovered. All of the tmits were seen to be focusing 
their attention on the study of man. Was this just a fashion of the . 
moment or was it a creative convergence upon man's most urgent problem, 
namely himself? The Uppsala Assembly of the W.C.C. decided upon the latter. 
What is man? How shall he think of himself? What gives man's life meaning 
or direction? These were judged to be the crucial questions, no matter 
from what starting point you began. A lecturer from Oxford has given up 
his dist:inguished post to come· to Geneva for five years to be the st:iJnulator, 
catalyst ·and coordinator of these progrannnes of study on man, only a few of 
which I have so far mentioned. Here the hope is that there may be a bring
ing together a wide variety of disciplines into fruitful collaboration. · 
Anthropologists and other social scientists need to stimulate theol.ogians 
and.philosophers, moralists and politicians and to be st:iJnulated by them 
in return. Only thus can there be found a new orientation sufficiently 
fixed to enable man to plan with hope and to find meaning in his life. 
Again the prograriune is a small one. Ye~ if the World Council is able to 
·stimulate such thought in various centre of cultures throughout the world, 
it may be that some essential new insights will be discovered. 
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5. Last August the Central Committee of the World Col.ll1cil of Churches approved 
a new five year programme to combat racism. At the second Assembly of the 
W.C.C. which was held in Evanston, Ill . in i954, the Council had developed 
a position on race and racism which was well ahead of its time. Many of 
its member churches had gone on to take some real leadership in attempting 
to resolve the various kind of racial conflict which were becoming more and 
more tense all over the world. By 1968 it was abundently clear that race 
relations in the Church as well as in the world at large had got worse 
rather than better in a decade and a half. Al though one could point to the 
elimination of some .of the grosser sorts of discrimination in some nations 
such as the United States, one could note as well that there was hardening 
of attitude between the races in the United States as well as in South · 
Africa, Rhodesia and in Great Britain itself. In 1968 the Uppsala Assembly 
had directed its new Central Committee to take up the subject anew. There 
were three reasons for this new effort: 1) Although the churches had 
been saying the "right things" about race for 15 years, no great progress 
toward better race relations had been made either in the church or in the 
world. 2) · There had been sharp changes in attitude among colored peoples 
(particularly black peoples) which challenged the goal of "equality and 
integration" which had earlier been accepted as the right and Christian 
position. 3) Racism was now seen to be a world problem as it never had 
been before due to its close connection with the problems of economic de
velopment and peace. · (see 1 above). 

It was this latter insight which leads the World C01.mcil of Churches 
to focus in this period on ·''white racism" even though it is perfectly 
evident that the sin of racial pride and the practice of racial and ethnic 
discrimination is as varied and ubiquitous as sin itself. The coincidence, 
however, of political and economic power in the hands of the largely white 
populations of Europe and North America during the last 400 years and pre
sently makes racism a prime and stubborn barrier to the world corrmrunity 
that world technology now requires ··for peace and human survival. At a 
Consultation on Racism, held in London last May, the World Cotmcil of · 
Churches gathered together forty representative leaders, lay and ordained, 
with either special academic competence or specific involvement in areas 
of racial conflict or both. Before these representatives of the churches 
were brought a wide variety of men and women actually involved in areas of 
racial c·onflict. They varied as widely as Father Groppi from Milwaukee 
and Professor Hare of San Francisco State to leaders of Australian Abor
igines, Col!.umbian Indians, and black revolutionaries from Southern Africa. 
Many of these invited consultants had no confidence that the Church could 
nor would do anything to combat racism. Most of them saw the churches and 
their constituency as completely involved in the "racist establishment". 
An added complication was that the London Consultation followed close upon 
the Forman confrontations in the United States, giving rise in World Cotm
cil circles to the idea that the "Americans" white and black were imposing 
their peculiar race problem and answers (if any) upon the rest of the world. 
The Consultation ·itseif was confronted with non-negotiable "demands" for 
large amounts of money to be paid as "reparations" by the churches because 
of their participation and profit from 400 years of white exploitation of 
the black people of the world. Due to this confrontation and the time it 
consumed, the consultation was tmable to finish its work as it had been 
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planned. For this reason the resolutions to the W.C.C. were necessarily 
left in an uno.rganized fonn, even partly in contradiction to each other. 

Nevertheless, the churchmen from all continents learned much from the 
London happening. Most of those present were convinced that a new pro
gramme focused on "white racism" but not excluding cotmter racism and other 
forms of ethnic was required. 

I am very happy to say that after long and searching debate, the Cen
tral Conunittee took a responsible decision, supported by the votes of an 
overwhelming majority of its members, to begin a new effort to combat 
racism in and by the churches on a world-wide scale. It is not the place 
here to describe that projected progrannne in detail but it may be helpful 
to ·list a few of the convictions upon which the programme is based. 

1.) Racism has been defined by the Upsalla Assembly of the World 
Council of Churches in 1968: "By Racism we mean ethnocentric pride 
in one's own racial group and preference for the distinctive charac-
teristics of that ·group; belief that these characteristics are 

fundamentally biological in nature and are thus transmitted to suc
ceeding generations; strong negative feelings towards other groups 
who do not share .these characteristics coupled with the thrust to 
discriminate against all;d exclude the outgroup from full participation 
in the life of the coimlU.lility". (The Uppsala 68 Report p. 241), and 
by a Conunittee of experts of UNESCO: ''Racism, namely anti-social 
beliefs and acts which are based on the fallacy that discriminatory 
inter-group relations are justifiable on biological grounds ......• 
Racism. falsely clqims that there is a scientific basis for arranging 
groups hierarchically in terms of psychological and cultural chara
cteristics that are innnutable and innate. In this way it seeks to 
make existing differences appear inviolable as a means of pennanently 
maintaining current relations .. between groups." (Statement on Race 
and Racial Prejudice, UNESCO, Paris, September 26, 1967). 

2.) Racism is a world problem and is therefore as important in nations 
of a single race or colour as it is in multi-racial societies where the 
problem is obvious to everyone. 

3.) It is likely that this recognition of the world wide scope of the 
problem of Racism may help those in particular areas of conflict to 
see their problem better and to combat racism more effectively. 

4.) Racism is seen as a decisive barrier to the unity and corrarrunity 
of the Church and the World, along with ideology and poverty, and may 
be even more .intractable. 

6. Finally, let me conclude by emphasizing as a last illustrative point in the 
progranune of the World Council of Churches, a very different kind of con
cern. We plan to emphasize the study of worship and its relevance to Chris
tian morality. It is important that I should conclude in this way if for no 
other reason than to combat the criticism of the World Council of Churches 
already wide-spread, that most of what we are concerned about really has 

I 
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nothing to do with Christianity as traditionally conceived. 

Unfriendly critics continue to charge that the World Council of 
Churches is only concerned with man and his problems while Christianity 
has always been centered in God and His Revelation. I do not have space 
in this paper to combat with Biblical exegesis or theological reasoning 
this basic criticism. But I can assert that the World Council of Churches 
is doing all these things I have been describing because it believes that 
Christian faith in God requires them. 

And so it may be that our programme of concentration on the mysteries 
of worship, and its new difficulties in a secularized age, may be where 
our prograrrune in these next years will have its most important cutting 
edge. For our faith is that God is, and is relevant to man. So long as 
the Church is an instrument to bring men into contact with God in the full
ness of his revelation of himself and of his infinite mystery, there is the 
hope that men will have new visions of meaning for their lives, and will 
dream new dreams for their future. 

The World Council of Churches is connnitted to a renewal of the wor
ship of God and to translating the ancient experiences into forms which 
modern man can understand and use. 

As I close I remind you of the overall subject of this paper. "The 
relevance of organized religion, an agenda for the future." What I have 
tried to do was to describe what one part of Organized Christianity is 
planning to do in these next years . These _programmes may or may not be 
reasonably "successful". But I hope that most of you will agree that 
what we are trying to do is important and right whether we "succeed" or 
not. It is my belief that men with faith in God have a contribution to 
make through organization that can have relevance to the future of man. 

* * * 
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Two questions have been put before us at this Conference: Why has the 
Church failed? How could it succeed? The second question clearly depends 
upon the first. We need to analyse the present failure and its causes 
before we can prescribe for future success. An analysis of that failure 
will, it is hoped, show how it can be reversed. This might not be so. A 
doctor might accurately diagnose a disease without being able to provide a 
remedy. The condition might be irreversible. If in reply one refers here 
to hope in Christ, who has promised to be always with his Church, two .points 
should be made: First, the promise does not guarantee the survival of any 
particular form of the Church. Second, the success that comes to the Christian 
Church in the midst of failure is not the kind that can be planned beforehand. 
God's prerogative of raising the dead does not devolve upon Church administrators. 

However, when this has been said, it remains tJUe that reflection upon 
the present failure of the Church is a useful way of redirecting and making 
more effectual our Christian effort. 

What do we mean when we say that the Church has failed? 

PreslU'llably we are not measuring success or ... failure in wordly terms. We 
are followers of a crucified Lord who taught his disciples: ''Happy are you 
when people abuse you and persecute you and speak all kinds of call.DllJ1y against 
you on my account. Rejoice and be glad, for your reward will be great in 
heaven; this is how they persecuted the prophets before you" (Mt. 5:11-12). 
That the Church should be an unpop~lar minority is of itself no reproach. 
1be success of the Church does not ·1ie in popular approval, wordly power, 
large nl.Ullbers, let alone in fine buildings and flourishing investments. There 
are times which see the spread of the Gospel with abundant and visible spiritual 
fruits. At other times men turn their back on the Gospel and go their own way. 
The latter happening is not necessarily a failure of which the Church should 
be ashamed. There is a dialectic of good and evil, of sin and grace, which 
will continue in this world until the end of time. In entering history Christ 
accepted that his Gospel would be subject to the vicissitudes of history. Some 
cultural developments are, at least temporarily, inimical to the Gospel, some 
favourable. Christ, we know, warned his disciples that they should expect to 
find themselves a small group in a generally hostile world. We cannot therefore 
inunediately identify an era of irreligion and loss of belief, like our own, 
with a failure of the Church. 

The Church fails only if it becomes corrupt when judged by the Gospel·. 

The present failure of the Church - for the Church has failed - is its 
corruption; namely, the fact that the attitude and actions of those who call 
themselves Christians and claim to represent Christ do not correspond to the 
Gospel. The sign of this corruption is that the Church is reproached and 
opposed, not because it is Christian, but because it is unChristian. Peopl~ 
leave the Church or stay outside it, because they cherish values that are 
Christian and see them denied, destroyed or frustrated in the Church. And the 
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Church is supported by others who see it as the bastion of what is an unjust 
social order. The charge against the Church cannot be easily dismissed; it 
is made from many different directions. Whatever the reasons, the Church as 
an organized body has, it seems, failed in a massive way to be Christian. 

I have myself examined the nature of the corruption of the Church in some 
detail in my book A Question of Conscience. 1. There I was concerned directly 

1. New York: Harper, 1967_. 

\1ith the Roman Catholic Church. But both publicly and privately Christians 
of other denominations have said that my remarks had a telling application to 
their own Churches. A sl.D11ffiary of what I said may therefore serve here as ·an 
account of the present failure of the Christian Church. I will then ask about 
the causes that brought about this failure. 

The Church is corrupt in two ways. First, it has made its own institutional 
existence and authority absolute, an end not a means, and thus subordinated 
the Gospel and the Kingdom of God to the transient needs and privileges of an 
historical and social institution. This is the fundamental corruption, from 
which all the rest derives. Second, it has failed, not sporadically and 
personally, but consistently and institutionally, in faith, hope and love: 
in faith by distorting the truth for institutional ends; in hope by relying 
upon wordly power and living in fear not in joy; in love by damaging and destroy
ing people to promote and preserve the good of the institution. To examine 
this twofold corruption more closely. 

Institutions are necessary. They give a pattern to human activity, reg
ulating and organizing it . Without institutions, men's actions could not be 
socially co-ordinated and would remain ineffective. So, whenever men have had 
a· goal in view, an end to be pursued they have established institutions for that 
purpose. The more lasting the purpose and the greater the variety of actions 
it evoked, the more complex the institution formed to serve it. 

The danger is always that the institution with its stability and complexity 
become an end in itself. Then, instead of serving, it uses its declared 
purpose to bolster its own position. It refuses the changes and general flex
ibility its very purpose demands. We all know of this danger. Even the smallest 
coJTUilittee tends to work for itself, business for business' sake, rather t~ 
for the cause for which it exists. 

Inevitably and rightly the group of Christ's disciples after the resurrec
tion gradually organized themselves and, as the need arose, established 
institutional forms for themselves as a community. The Church thus became an 
organized social body with distinctive institutions. Modern biblical exegesis 
shows that the Church in the sense of a distinct organized body emerged only by 
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a gradual process and that its institutions owed J!Ulch to the contemporary 
cultural and religious context. 

It was likewise inevitable and right that the institutional stn.Icture of 
the Church should become increasingly elaborate as -the Church moved out into 
the mainstream of history, with ever greater social and political entanglements. 
1hough not of this world, the Church had to be in this world. 

Now, the Church as an -insitution was ·not immune to the temptation besetting 
all institutions, namely that of making the institution itself, its growth, 
its privileges, its internal activities, into an end in itself. To be surprised 
or shocked at this would be a false naivety. The Church is subject to the 
limitations of our social humanity. 

At the same time, it is right to point out the peculiar seriousness for 
the Church of institutional arrogance. 1he Church is the vehicle of an absolute 
claim: the claim of Christ as the final revelation of God to men, as the defin
itive presence of God for men' s salvation. The Church exists to bear witness 
to Christ by providing a visible sign of his permanent presence and activity 
among men and by working under him for the final Kingdom. What happens, then, 
if the Church forgets what it is but a means? The transference of the absolute 
claims it is entitled to make only for Christ to itself as a social institution. 
This is nothing less than a sin of idolatry and a demonic perversion of the 
Gospel, calling for prophetic denunciation. But further it has inunensely 
destn.Ictive consequences . To explain this: 

When the Church makes itself an absolute, it becomes a powerful factor 
in enslaving men and destroying their freedom. 1he Church subjects men abso
lutely to the authority of particular institutions, which in reality are the 
relative, imperfect and historical products of men themselves. Because they 
are relative and historical· these institutions sooner or later cease to be 
appropriate to men as in their historicity men change. But despite the obso
lescence of the institutions men are held to them as in principle absolute and 
unchanging. 

Further, since the Church as a social body is eruneshed in social and political 
structures, the absolute claim of the Church. is made to cover particular social 
and political orders as well. 'Ihe support of the Church keeps regimes in being 
when they should yield to change, and men are prevented from opposing their 
injustices and inadequacies. 

Thus, the Church by arrogating to itself the absolute claim and total 
corranitment it exists only to ser\ie became in the course of history a monstrous 
obstacle to human development and liberation. 

Whenever a Church puts its institutional advantage or even its bare survival 
before the duty of declaring the Gospel and acting in accord with its principles, 
it is guilty of the perversion of which I have been speaking. Thus, despite 
the Protestant principle of constant self-criticism in the light of the Gospel, 
the Protestant Churches have frequently compromised with unChristian social and 

·political conditions for the sake of keeping their institutional position intact. 
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I am not speaking here of a merely political compromise accepted with the 
purpose of skilfully promoting the Gospel teaching in the long n.in, but of a 
willingness to give up Gospel principle in order to ensure the continuance 
and prosperity of particular Church institutions. 

However, it is undoubtedly in the Roman Catholic Church that ecclesiastical 
institutions have been made absolute in a thoroughgoing, systematic way, which 
in principle outlaws radical reform. That Church as a visible, social entity 
has identified itself, its ·progress and its concerns, with the Kingdom of God. 
It has made its leaders a hierarchy with divine authority. This has been 
interpreted not just in the acceptable sense of mediating the universal presence 
and actio~ of Christ in an :imperfect fashion, special indeed but not exclusive. 
No, the hierarchy has been understood as taking the place of Christ and possess
ing as its own the authority exercised by Christ in the past but now inherited 
by the hierarchy. Admittedly, the excesses of medieval and modern papalists have 
been moderated by a more sober theology. But the Roman hierarchy - Pope Paul 
is an egregious instance - still exercises its ''vicarious" power as a power 
inherited as its own to be used simply at its own discretion, independently of 
the other signs of Christ's presence and action in the Church. In so far as 
these other signs are acknowledged to exist, they are understood as having no 
authority of themselves but as completely subject to the authority of the hier
archy. In the context of such high-flown claims it seems almost irrelevant to 
remark that the very concept of authority this attitude reveals runs clean 
contrary to New Testament teaching. 

Again, the various hierarchical institutions of the Roman Catholic Church 
are regarded as of divine origin and thus as essentially unchangeable and subject 
to merely incidental modifications in the course of history. This wrongly takes 
the way the Christian corrmn.mity in the past adapted itself to its social, 
cultural and political situation as permanently normative. Not even the social 
form of the New Testament community can, however, be regarded as permanently 
normative, because it belonged to a particular historical situation. Nor as a 
matter of fact has any Church regarded all the features of the primitive com
JIU.lility as nonnative. The usual practice has been to appeal to those features 
that one wished on other grounds to retain. It ought at long last to be recog
nized that the social, institutional form of the Christian conmn.mity is in its 
entirety historical and changing. 

One might add that the Roman claim of divine institution also ignores 
the inunense change that has in fact taken place in the history of the Church. 
For example, historical scholarship makes it no longer tenable to see the papacy 
as existing as an institution in the early centuries of the Church. 

This absolutizing of the Roman Church means that a particular social structure, 
now obsolete, has been given the unchanging status proper to eternal truth and 
that an authority intended to be at the service of Christ has arrogated the 
absolute claim proper to Christ alone. This is corruption and it breeds further 
corruption. It has made the Roman Church a destructively authoritarian insti
tution, :imposing the will of its officials upon the consciences of men with 
divine sanction. It has turned those who wield its authority into institutional 
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men estranged from their own humanity and from a sense of the htnnanity of 
others. It has cramped Christian life and mission within an obsolete system 
regarded in principle as irreformable. And since, as [ believe William Temple 
once said, an authoritarian organization of religion is always bouild to find 
itself lined up with authoritarian politics, it has impeded men's social and 
political development by its support for reactionary policies. 

The fundamental corruption I have described leads to the second form of 
corruption: the consistent and institutional failure in faith, hope and love. 
This failure can be abt.mdantly illustrated. But I must leave each one to 
choose his own examples; they are easily available. Let me just say briefly 
what I mean by a failure in faith, hope and love . 

The Church has failed in faith because it does not respect the truth. 
Faith is tunied into prejudice if it is removed from the context of a genuine 
opelllless to truth. The Church has constantly distorted truth to suit its 
institutional ends; it has used whatever power it ha~ to suppress enquiry; it 
has condenmed or hampered many of its thinkers; it obfuscates the truth by 
secrecy, inadequate and misleading information and trirnphalist rhetoric. Its 
attitude to thought and speech among Christians resembles that of an absolutist 
power detennined to control its subjects. Despite all the efforts to alter this 
spirit, institutionally it remains dominant. The new oath of secrecy imposed 
upon Cardinals is but one example. People who eaniestly respect truth and who 
acknowledge the value of a reasonable freedom of thought and expression see in 
the Church not the source of a liberation of man for truth but an obstacle and 
destructive force. The Church is simply not credible as an embodiment of faith -
unless faith is understood as superstitious prejudice . 

The Church has failed in Christian hope because fear not joy dominates its 
life. Fear is widespread throughout the Church: fear of sin, fear of sex, fear 
of new ideas, fear of freedom, fear of change, fear of hell. Pope Paul's 
utterances are a series of lamentations . The Church is threatened from within 
and from without, so it seems. Where is joy and confidence in Christ and his 
Gospel? Where is the confidence in the Christian people, who have been reborn 
into Christ? The reason for the fear is that the Church does not trust in 
Christ, but in worldly power; in discipline to control new ideas, in public 
authorities to control morality, in its own administration - and I might add 
investments - to keep the Christian enterprise going. 1bere is no true Christian 
hope, which relies upon the promise of God made in Christ and sealed by his 
death and resurrection. People looking at the Church see a decaying institution 
seeking frantically to bolster up its position and fearful of any new develop
ment that might further weaken its hold. They do not see a conununity so full 
of joyful confidence that it boldly faces any new challenger. The Church is old, 
decrepit and sour, not young with the perennial youth of Christ. 

The Church has fa1led in love, because it puts the institutional needs 
before persons. The institution comes first. It does not respect persons as 
persons. These are damaged and destroyed if the good of the institution seems 
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to require it. This is so on a large scale: with the birth control issue, with 
the acceptance of social injustice for political expediency, with the general 
treatment of priests and nuns. It is so on the individual level. To confirm 
this there are only too many arot.md who have been crushed and torn by the 
ecclesiastical machinery. To put it in this way: .many Catholics are profot.mdly 
glad that the Church's power is severely restricted by modern secular society. 
They are thus protected against the spirit they sense in the Church. The 
Church has ceased to be credible as a community of love ·in the vanguard of the· 
development of· the human conmnmity into a genuine commtmity of ·persons. 

1be Church, then, as a social body is corrupt. Its present failure is its 
corruption. The loss of p-0sition in the modern world, I repeat, is not necessar
ily a failure when-judged in the light of the Gospel. It might be due to 
reasons that redot.md to the credit of the Church. What makes this loss of 
position pass over into a Christian failure is that people reject the Church 
for Christian reasons. They judge it by Christian criteria and find it lacking. 

Why has the Church failed? 

Here, I think, it is not enough to point to the sins and imperfections of 
individual men. Those, both clergy and laity, closely involved in the affairs 
of the Church are no worse than other men; indeed they are often better. They 
themselves are victims of the system they operate. I myself have been particu
larly struck by the effect of the institution upon those who identified them
selves with it. As institutional men, whether as leaders or subjects, they 
think and do what they would never even dream of if prompted by their own ht.mJa.Jl
ity or personality. Clearly it is the corruption of the system, not the sporadic 
sins and inadequacies of individuals, that must occupy our attention. 

Fr Gregory Baum 2· ha.s placed the cause of present failure in what he calls 

2. Cf. The Credibilitt of the ·Church Today: A Reply to Charles Davis 
(New York: Herder, 1~8). · 

. . 
the pathology of institutions. He has described this weli, but in too general 
a way. He· does not explain why the Roman Catholic Church should be in such a 
pathological condition at the present time. His analysis is too vague to be of 
nruch help. 

Precisely in order to be concrete enough .to be helpful I will confine my 
own analysis of the historical causes of the present state of corruption to the 
Roman Catholic Church . . I hope that my remarks will provoke people to unqertake 
similar enquiries about the other Churches in their different situations. 
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My finding, then, is that the Roman Catholic Church is in its present 
situation because it has resisted and still to a great extent resists the 
various social revolutions which mark the history of modern Western society. 
The Church has constantly opposed social change and been on the side of social 
reaction. Th.is has been so, and its own judgement of events and forces has 
been so consistently wrong, because when faced with a period of social upheaval 
it has made its own instituional privilege and stability its primary concern. 
We circle back, therefore, to the fundamental corruption of placing the insitu
tion first. But to develop my thesis in more detail. 

The background of the ~odern developments is the social and political 
involvement of the Church in the Late Roman Empire and the Middle Ages. It 
would be simply unhistorical to condenm this. Its defects and its glorie~ have 
to be assessed in the light of the historical situation of that age. I myself 
accept it as a period of very great achievement on the part of the Christian 
Church. But it was not a golden age. Its considerable defects led to the 
pressures and the need to leave it behind for a new social and political order. 
The Church has failed in refusing to relinquish its medieval privileges. These 
have had to be torn from the Church in an embittering struggle, and the Church 
has been so preoccupied with the defence of its prerogatives that it was blind 
to the deeper changes taking place and lost the opportunity of spiritual leadership. 

What we find in the Middle Ages is a sacral order - an order in which the 
secular interests and activities of men were integrated into a totality dominated 
by religion and the sacred and under the universal authority of the Church as 
the guardian of the sacred. Europe, as Fr Yves Congar remarked, was organized 
as one great monastery. This sacral order did not sufficiently respect the 
relative autonomy of the secular, which was tmduly restricted in its proper 
development. Because of the continued presence in the West of Greek and Roman 
rational thought, an upsurge of the secular against the oppressive hegemeny of 
religion was sooner or later inevitable. 

Here, too, we might ask whether the medieval synthesis by its very ambition 
as a synthesis sowed the seeds of its own corruption. I have in mind the percep
tive pages in Richard Niebuhr's Christ and Culture in which he formulates the 
reason why the attempt to bring Christ and culture into a synthesis 1TU1st lead 
into error. Here are some extracts: 

1he effort to bring Christ and culture, God's work 
and man's, the temporal and the eternal, law and 
grace, into one system of thought and practice tends, 

· perhaps, inevitably, to the absolutizing of what is 
relative, the reduction of the infinite to a finite 
fonn, and the materialization of the dynamic •.• Perhaps 
a synthesi~ is possible in which the relative character 
of all creaturely fonnulations of the Creator's law 
will be fully recognized. But no synthesist answer 
so far given in Christian history has avoided the 
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equation of a cultural view of God's law of creation 
with that law itself. Clement's understanding of what 
is natural to man is often pathetically provincial. 
The hierarchical view of natural order in Thomas 
Aquinas is historical and medieval. Provincial and 
historical truths may be true in the sense of 
corresponding to reality, but are nevertheless 
fragmentary, and become tmtrue when overemphasized. 
No synthesis - ·since it consists of fragmentary, 
historical, and hence of relative fonnulations of the 
law of creation,. with acknowledgedly fragmentary 
provisions of the law of redemtpion - can be otherwise 
than provisional and symbolic. But when the synthesist 
recognizes this he is on the way to accepting another 
than the synthetic answer; he is saying then in 
effect that all culture is subject to continuous 
and infinite conversion; and that his own fonnulation 
of the elements of the synthesis, like its social 
achievement in the structure of church and society, 
is only provisional and uncertain .•. It is 
logical that when a synthetic answer has been given 
to the problem of Christ and culture, thos·e who accept 
it should become more concerned about the defense 
of the culture synthesized with the gospel than 
about the gospel itself ••• On the other hand, it 
appears that. ·the effort to synthesize leads to 
the institutionalization of Christ and the gospel. It 
may be that a synthesis is possible in which the 
law of Christ is not identified with the law of the 
church, in which his grace is not effectively 
confined to the ministry of the social religious 
institution, in which his Lordh.sip is not equated 
with the rule of those who claim to be his successors. 
It may be that a synthetic answer is possible in 
which it is recognized that the social religious 
institution tha.t calls itself the church is as much 
a part of the tempera! order and ·as much a human achieve
ment as are state, school, and economic institutions. 
But it is hard to see how this could be; for if 
Christ's grace, law, and reign are not institutionalized 
every synthesis Irnlst again be provisional and open, 
subject to radical attack, to conversion and replacement 
by the action of a free Lord and of men subject to his

3 collUTiafldrnent rather than to the religious institution. · 

3. H. Richard Niebuhr, Christ and Culture (New York: Harper, 1965). 
pp. 145-7. 
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I have been unable to resist the temptation to quote from Richard 
Niebuhr at length, because his conunents take us probably as close as we can 
get to the roots of the pre~ent disorder within the Roman Catholic Church. 
1bat Church is still bemused by the vision of ~ grandiose synthesis bringing 
together Christ and the world. But the vision and its partial fulfilment in the 
Middle Ages have led to a disastrous absolutizing of the Church and of various 
transitory cultural elements. The problem now is to persuade the Church, 
proud of its past glory, to settle for a humbler vision and a htmlbler role. 

The Refonnation did not openly break with the order of Christendom. It 
led to the division of Christendom, but this did not imply a rejection of the 
concept of a unified order of Church and State. But there were elements in 
Protestantism that ·mark a move away from the medieval synthesis or sacral order 
of Christendom. 

Essentially the Reformation was a protest against the dilution of the 
Christian faith, a dilution that Christendom carried with it. On the superficial .. 
level the confusion of social, political and religious issues had led to con
siderable moral corruption and religious neglect. On a deeper level the establish
ment of a sacral order had seriously modified biblical, prophetic religion by 
the introduction of elements from pagan naturalistic and cosmic religion, with 
a consequent weakening of a sense of grace and a false reliance upon external 
rites and practices. In their insistence upon faith not works, grace not merit, 
the Reformers were in effect rejecting the religious outlook that supported 
Christendom. 

Again, Richard Niebuhr sees both Luther and Calvin as holding views on the 
relation between Christ and culture different from that which advocates a 
synthesis between the two. For him Luther is a representative of dualism, 
understood as the view which sees a permanent dialectical tension or polarity 
k~eping Christ and culture in a parado~ical relationship. He places Calvin with 
the conversionists, those who conceive Christ as the transformer of culture 
through a process of continual conversion. 

Further, some historians and sociologists have seen the Lutheran attack 
upon monasticism and upon these-called double standard, namely religious and 
lay, of the Christian life and the Calvinist promotion of an inner-wordly 
asceticism, that is the disciplined pursuit of success in secular tasks as a 
sign of election, as causes contributing to the eventual secularization of 
Western society. · 

These brief remarks show that the Refonnation had deep :implications, which 
still demand reflection from Christians . However, the abolition of Christendom 
and the secularization of society were long-term effects beyond and to a large 
extent contrary to the. conscious intent of the Reformers. They themselves, it 
should be noted, turned away from a radical social and economic revolution of 
which in fact the popular religious upheaval of the time was but one manifesta
tion. From the beginning mainstream Protestantism was, if religiously revolu
tionary and a catalyst of social change, conservative in its social outlook like 
the Catholic Church. · 
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The impact of the Refonnation upon the reduced Catholic Church provoked a 
moral reform and a renewal of the Christian life. But it had the unfortunate 
effect of making Roman Catholicism into a closed system, on the defensive with a 
rigidity that made great changes impossibly difficult. The Counter-Refonnation 
created a fortress Christendom, less open to change and external influences 
than medieval Christendom. The modern world, therefore, has come into existence 
without and largely despite of the Roman Catholic Church. 

In other words, an initial and perhaps understandable mistake of excessively 
defending its institutional form has led to disastrous results in a period of · 
social and cultural revolution. · since churchmen have simply not had the 
Christian resources to meet the situation, repeated disasters, instead of lead
ing to renewal, have provoked them to compotmd their error by insisting even 
more vigorously upon obsolete institutions. Hence we have reached the position 
where nothing less, it seems, than the destruction of Jerusalem and the Babylonian 
Captivity are required to teach the necessary lesson. 

The first revolution which the Roman Catholic Church failed to meet was 
the scientific revolution of the latter part of the seventeenth century - a 
revolution of which Professor Butterfield writes: "since the rise of Christi
anity, there is no landmark in history that is worthy to be compared with this" . 4· 

4. The Origins of Modern Science, Revised Edition (New York: Free Press, 
1965), p.202. 

This revolution finally displaced the Aristotelian synthesis and the medieval 
view of the cosmos and laid the intellectual foundations of the modern world. 
The Church, which had condenmed Galileo fifty years before, was simply incapable 
of meeting the challenge. The response - if we can call it a response - was the 
creation of Dogmatic Theology, which su.bstituted the thesis and its proofs for 
the medieval questions and search for understanding. In other words, the reaction 
was a defensive retrenchment and withdrawal. During the eighteenth century when 
the scientific revolution was consolidating itself Catholic theology was at the 
lowest point of decadence it has ever reached. 

The consequence of the failure to meet the scientific revolution is that 
the Church has been at loggerheads with modern thought ever since, so that this 
has developed without the co-operation of theology. The present renewal theology 
is a valiant but still struggling attempt to bridge the gulf then created .. 

The second revolution was social and political - the French Revolution of 
the end of the eighteenth century. This can be conveniently taken as marking 
the end of Christendom and the rise of the secular society and secular State. 
And whatever its historical ambiguity it remains a symbol for what have been 
called the modenl freedoms: freedom of thought, freedom of expression, freedom 
of association, and so on. The revolutionary struggle went on in Europe during 
the nineteenth century, with the attempts to preserve the political status quo 
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meeting with considerable success. But I am not concerned here with the histor
ical details. I merely wish to point to this period as the period of the rise 
of democracy and of the emergence of the social and political freed.oms. 

Again, the Church opposed the process of change. It supported the polit
ical establishment and resisted and condemned the modern freedoms. This attitude 
reached its notorious fonnulation in the Syllabus of 1864, issued by Pius IX, 
but this document merely gathered together the main points from a series of 
previous documents. The attempt of Catholic liberals, especially in France, to 
reconcile liberal ideas with Catholic teaching met with discouragement, opposi
tion and condemnation. Whatever Popes may now say, the sense of modern men 
that had the papacy had its way there would have been no modern freedoms is 
solllld and fully justified. 

In the first half of the nineteenth century a revival of Catholic theology 
began in Gennany under the stimulus of the Romantic movement. This revival is 
important because it serves as an underlying factor in the recent theological 
renewal. But at the time it was short-lived and came to nothing, snuffed out by 
the contrary spirit of Vatican policy in Gennany. The Church preferred to meet 
the intellectual challenge of the nineteenth century with the ultramontane 
reaction. This answered the seeming collapse of authority and tradition by the 
excessive, at times almost delirious, insistence on the glories of papal power. 
The First Vatican Council with its definition of papal supremacy and infallibility 
was not a constructive development of Christian teaching; it was a counter
revolutionary reassertion of authority against a changing world, an essentially 
negative reaction to the social, religious and intellectual demands of the time. 
The Church retreated into a sterile glorification of papal power, with a touchy 
insistence on certitude and infallibility against the rising tide of doubt. 

The attitude of the papacy to the modern world both reflected and to a great 
e~tent determined by the situation of t.he Church in Italy. 1bere the papacy 
clung to the papal states until they were forcibly annexed and resisted the 
Risorgimento without discrimination. It then took up a negative, passive 
unco-operative attitude to the new Italy. When this was eased, there reamined 
a refusal fully to accept the secular autonomy of the Italian State. Italian 
politics and social life are bedevilled to this day be ecclesiastical interference 
and clerical influence. 

The next revolution that found the Church wanting was the Industrial Rev
olution. This gave rise to the problems of social justice in modeni industrial, 
urban capitalist society - problems which, though in a modified fonn, remain 
with us today. The valid criticism here of the Church is that it has done far 
too little and done it too late. A striking feature of ReIUIIl Noval1lITl of Leo XIII 
is its date: 1891. 1be end of the nineteenth century is a late date for the 
first social encyclical. Moreover, though there are many good things in this 
and the social encyclicals that followed, they have in general been too cautious 
and conser\rative, over-anxious to preserve the stability of the status quo and 
too eager and sweeping in their condemnations of connnunism and socialism. 
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I should like in passing to refer again to Richard Niebuhr's Christ and 
Culture, in order to quote his assessment of Leo XIII with his revival of 
Thomlsm and reputed opeIUless to modern culture. He writes: 

What is sought here is not the synthesis of Christ 
with present culture, but the re-establishment of 
the philosophy and institutions of another culture. 
Instead of belonging to the synthetic type, this 
Christianity is of the cultural sort; its 
fundamental allegiance seems to be a kind of culture 
of which, to be sure, Jesus Christ and especially his 
church are an important part. But the reign and the 
Lordship of Jesus have been so identified with 
the dogmas, organization, and mores of a cultural 
religious instituion that the dynamic counterpoise 
characteristic of Thomas' synthesis have disappeared, 
save in the accepted theory itself, that is, in a kind 
of reflection and refraction. 5. 

5. Op.cit., p.139. 

Despite its limitations and its dangers, the synthesis achieved in the · 
Middle Ages was a genuine union of Christ and culture, which kept them distinct 
and did not confuse them. By insisting upon that synthesis beyond the time of 
its usefulness and thus treating it as absolute, the Roman Catholic Church has 
fallen into the error of a cultural Christianity, which confuses and identifies 
Christ with a particular culture, ~ust as Protestant Liberalism did, the only 
difference being that the culture in question is a past culture. 

Fundamentally the same hostility and myopia in regard to the modern world 
persisted from the nineteenth into the twentieth century. The beginning of 
this century saw the paroxysm of repression provoked by the modernist crisis. 
And as the century continued almost every new development in biblical and theo
logical thought was hampered, resisted or condenmed by the Holy See. 

In short, the Popes have deplored the modern world and all that it stands 
for. They have looked back with nostalgia upon the past glories of Christendom. 
The result has been that the Church in general has been both socially and polit
ically a reactionary force, impeding human liberation. 

Against this background the accession of Pope John XXIII and the calling of 
the Second Vatican Council were tTI.lly revolutionafl in their implica~ions •. Mr. 
Hales in his book, Pope John and His Revolution, · has documented m detail 

6. E.E.Y. Hales, Pope Johll and His Revolution (London: Eyre & Spottiswede, 1965) 

the vast difference between the attitude of Pope John and that of all his 
predecessors to the modern world. A revolution was launched, but unfortunately 
it did not succeed. · 
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. The Second Vatican Council released tremendous reforming forces within 
the Church - forces that had been pent up tlllder pressure for long. These forces 
have succeeded in bringing about many changes: doctrinal, liturgical and 
practical. But they have not succeeded in dislodging the existing power 
structure nor in changing the :institutional form of ·the Church nor in bringing 
about any renunciation of absolutist claims. The fundamental corruption 
remains untouched. Both during the Council and since the Council, Pope Paul 
and the Roman Curia have made determined efforts to contain and counteract any 
demand for a radical change in the authority structure of the Church or in its 
claims. So far they have been successful. 

The Roman Church, then, is still clinging to an institutional structure 
belonging to the past and still making this an absolute. Hence it is blocking 
the emergence of institutional forms appropriate to the Church·in the cultural 
and social conditions of the modern world. 

My historical survey is necessarily a crude over-simplification. I do not 
mean to imply that the Church should have uncritically accepted all the move
ments that have gone into the creation of the modern world. A critical discrim
ination in the light of the Gospel was required. Nor do I mean that the Church 
as a social body was altogether without redeeming features. Certainly not. 
There were the positive forces that over a long period prepared the way for the 
Second Vatican Council. Likewise I should judge the short pontificate of 
Benedict XV very positively. Clearly, then, a detailed account would have to 
introduce many qualifications. Nevertheless, I remain convinced of the general 
picture I have painted. 

In brief, what I am arguing is this. The Roman Catholic Church has failed 
because since the seventeenth century it has indiscriminately resisted the social, 
political, intellectual and cultural movements of revolutionary change which 
~ve created modern society. It has acted consistently as a counter-revolutionary 
force, advocating at the most reformist measures designed to hold the status quo 
intact. It has acted in this way, because it has short-sightedly preferred 
stability, thus hopingtosafeguard its institutional existence and privileges. 
It has feared radical chan.ge as upsetting its institutional position and author
ity. Its fundamental sin has been to make ecclesiastical institutions and 
authority, not the Gospel, the Kingdom and the welfare of men, its .primary 
concern. As the institution has become increasingly obsolete and its defence 
increasingly difficult, this fundamental distortion of values has become 
increasingly destructive and a potent source of further corruption. A defensive 
ideology - and in modern times the Roman position is precisely that - always 
signifies a loss of authentic aim. 

An analogy may be drawn here with the present position of the United States. 
The principles of American. society as enshrined in the Constitution represent a 
high point in the social and political development of mankind. Their implica
tions for less advanced societies are revolutionary - as their consistent appli
cation would be for the States themselves. Yet, the United States is at present 
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acting as a counter-revolutionary force throughout the world, supporting 
regimes that are socially and politically unjust and corrupt. It is dQing so, 
because for short-sighted economic reasons it prefers stability, even if 
tyrannous and unjust, to the upheaval of social revolution. This basic 
reversal of values has led a civilized, humane society into the monstrous and 
barbarous inhumanity of the Vietnam war. 

In a similar way, because it has made itself an end not a means, the Church, 
which professes truths and values capable of liberating men, has consistently 
contradicted what it stands for. 

'Ibe Church, then, has failed, How could it succeed? 

If by "Church" we mean the social body called the Roman Catholic Church, 
then I personally do not think it can succeed. In other words, the changes 
required for its reform are so radical that were they achieved that Church would 
lose its distinctive features. For example, the hierarchical structure with 
papacy and episcopate should be recognized as a human contrivance, subject to 
change and obsolete in the form now defended. At the very least other forms 
of Church policy nrust be recognized as equally legitimate. 

However, let us leave aside this point and consider the direction of 
necessary changes, whether these are finally interpreted as the destruction or 
self-transfonnation of the Roman Catholic Church. 

The first, fundamental change required is the reversal of the priority 
given to the institution. Putting the institution first has been the source of 
the Church's corruption; dethroning it is the first requirement for the Church's 
reform. 

. The institution should be seen as a means not an end. It should also be 
understood as the product of hlUlla.Il activity, even if the activity creating it is 
Christian. Consequently, the institutional form of the Church in its entirety 
should be regarded as changeable and relative as involved in man's historicity. 
The claim for a direct divine establislunent of particular institutional fonns 
should be rejected as a myth estranging men from their own activity, falsely 
reifying the products of that activity and blocking their creativity and 
development. 

Further, the claim of the institution for absolute obedience nrust be 
repudiated as a heteronomy destructive of the human person and contrary to 
genuine Christian freedom. The Christian comrm..mity consists of persons com
mitted to Christ by a free personal decision, the Spirit animating each. There 
is no ruling class with independent power and authority. The leaders of the 
corrnm.mity exercise a service: a ministry grounded upon love, not an authority 
of the political, secular kind grounded upon power and law. 

Likewise, the absolutist claims of the magisterium or teaching authority 
nrust be firmly rejected. In my opinion the very concept of the niagisterium 
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belongs culturally to the context of a paternalistic society and is out of place 
in modern culture. In our present society only with reference to minors is 
there a teaching class; otherwise, teaching and learning are in principle 
functions shared by all according to their speciality and ability. But in any 
event no magisterium can rightly claim absolute authority. 

In a scholarly but most readable book the Catholic historian, Francis 
Oakley, has recently traced the history and present implications of the conciliar 
movement, which brought the Great Schism of the west to an end at the Council 
of Constance by declaring the supremacy of an ecumenical council over the Pope. 
He shows - I think convincingly - that the various attempts to weaken or destroy 
the dogmatic validity of Haec sancta, the decree of 1415 defining conciliar 
supremacy, are ungrounded. He also shows that Haec sancta and the decrees of 
the First Vatican Council contradict each other. Hence we have two conciliar 
pronouncements, both of full dogmatic authority, in direct conflict. This 
undermines any absolutist claims to infallibility. 

Mr. Oakley presents the rehabilitation of constance and of the conciliar 
movement as offering liberals a chance to seize the initiative again. It means 
that they need no longer feel it in any way heterodox to call vigorously for a 
new ecumenical council, even if the Pope does not welcome or encourage this. · 
Heavy and unrelenting pressure should be brought to bear on the Pope and bishops 
to convoke Vatican III. But Mr. Oakley sees beyond the liberal interpretation 
to the radical implications of his findings. He writes: 

. • • it is absolutely vital that the coming 
Vatican III should itself be willing to meet that 
demand, to renounce, that is - publicly, 
unambiguously, and in the most solemn tenns - the 
absolutist claimstraditionally and currently made 
on behalf of the Church's teaching authority. So 
great a renunciation, so abject an admission of 
fallibility, so radical a connnitment to honesty, 
would have an electrifying effect on the whole 
Christian world. It would liberate Catholic 
conservatives from the chains that bind them t o 
an all too human present, it would leave all Catholics 
open, as rarely before, to the full, direct and 
devasting impact of the Gospel message, in an 
abysmally divided world that hungers, fears and 
hates, the Church would then be delivered from 
its unhealt~y, debilitating and narcissistic 
preoccupation with its own identity and its own 
future, and freed to bring the whole of its 
fonnidable . spiritual, moral and material 
resources to bear on the mission of mercy, relief 
and reco~cilliation. Then, tnily, could it 7ome 
to be the lumon gentium and the sal terrae. • 

.7. Francis Oakley, Council Over Po e? Towards a Provisional Ecclesiolo 
(New York: Herder an Her er, 1969 , p. 178. 
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I myself wonder at the likelihood of achieving so drama.tic a renuncia-
tion. At the same time, the suggestion clarifies what those who have decided to 
work with the present ecclesiastical institution nn.ist do. They have actively 
to resist and oppose its authority as officially now understood and currently 
exercised. And I mean actively and openly resist. The reason why the negative 
part of this paper is so long is to leave no doubt that essential to any reform 
is the breaking of the present power-structure. That power-structure is a cor
rupt lillderstanding of Christian authority. It is corrupt and destructive in · 
relation to human persons and human values. It is a major obstacle to Christian 
life and mission. Those who remain in the Church can no longer take refuge in 
religious obedience and submission to the supposed will of God. To do this is 
bad faith in Sartre's use of the phrase - an evasion of responsibility. Laity, 
priests and bishops nrust actively rebel against the present structure, demythol
ogize it and break its hold. This active insurgence against the present corrupt 
and hampering structures needs to happen on every level of Church authority. 
All the same, a key problem for the Roman Catholic Church, as recent events 
have abundantly confinned, is the authority of the Pope. In its present fonn, 
derived from the Middle Ages and defined at First Vatican, this nrust be decisevely 
and finally repudiated. 

I have stressed the need for rebellion, because it seems to me reformers 
will not come to terms with the implications of their own demands. It is wishful 
thinking to suppose that an authoritarian structure, entrenched for centuries and 
with its authority supported by dogmatic definitions, is going to relinquish its 
hold and repudiate its claims without active and open resistance. But any 
revolution has to have a positive vision. The reason for a rebellion against 
the present set-up in the Church is a vision of what the Christian coIJllTlllility 
should be and do in the present hlDllail situation. 

What is the present situation? Briefly, the world as a whole is passing 
into a new revolutionary phase. This is a confluence of two movements; first, 
the resurgence of the peoples of the Third World,~seeking genuine political 
independence and social and economic advancement against the distorting and 
oppressive hegemony of the West, which is grabbing the greater part of the world's 
resources fo"r itself; second, the growing dissatisfaction in the West with the 
exploitative and expansive capitalism, which has dominated Western society for 
so long. In other words, we seemed to be moving to the end of the period in 
world history marked by the expansion of the capitalist West and entering a new 
period, still greatly influenced by the West, but marked by the resurgence of 
other cultures and by a profotnld change in the West i ts·elf. The conscious· 
striving of this new age is towards world cormnunity. 

It is impossible even to outline the many tasks devolving upon Christians 
in this situation. All that can be attempted are some general remarks. 

Christians have to be everywhere present to this situation as coillJTil.lilities 
of faith, hope and love. 1hey will do this by the formation of Christian 
personal communities. 
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I do not see this threefold service as possible t hrough the present 
institutional set-up of t he Church. This set-up bel ongs to the social estab
lis!hment of the Church and is an obsolete survival from Christendom. It is 
clerical ist, top-heavy and remote from the people and their social struggle. 
It is rigid, conservative and counter-revolutionary by its involvement with 
the economic and political establishment and by its concern for institutional 
stability. It i s a Western creation and carmot and should not be imposed 
upon other cultures. 

At the same time, I do think that from the break-up of the present 
institutions, elements will survive and usefull y serve the Church of the future . 
By itself the so .. called underground of "free Church"·is too fonnless. While 
at present it serves a very necessary functi on, it will need in the future to 
join up with what remains from a radical upheaval in the major Christian 
denominations. 

The Church, then, will succeed in the forthcoming world colTlllR..IIlity: first 
by the widespread formation of radical Christian communities of a personal 
type; second, by a break-up of the present institutional structure of the 
Churches, which will free elements of meaning and organization for use in 
reshaping the wider Christian conununity. 

Charles Davis 
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INI'ROOOCTION 

Just the thought of my contributing to the thought of ·so broad and dis
tinguished a body as this group gathered by the George D. Dayton Foundation 
has been sufficient to paralyze my faculties and force me to analyze my own 
basis of participation in such a consultation. As I have attempted to fonn
ulate my thoughts, I am constantly reminded of my scholastic inadequacies and 
the terrible scarsity of time within which I might ~ompensate for them by addi
tional research. However, with so knowledgeable a gathering I am taking the 
liberty to assume that there are others eminently more qualified to deal with 
this question academically. If there is a contribution that I can make it will 
be from the depths of my own experience and involvement in the life of the 
church and in the work of the church in the world. My approach to the rele
vance of organized religion must be extremely personal: a perspective which 
is certainly in keepirlg with my Free Church tradition. 

In spite of all that can be said about the failure of organized religion 
to be relevant in today's world, I Imlst begin with the affirination that ·organ
ized religion has been extremely relevant to me personally. The truth of the 
matter is that most of what I am and may become, I owe to organized religion. 
I ~uld like to elaborate on this personal perspective for a moment because · 
there may be a significant general truth to be derived from this personal ex
perience which is in no way unique. 

My grand-parents on both sides received their education in Clnlrch spon
sored institutions, one Roman Catholic and the other Methodist. My parents 
were educated through the l.Dliversity system, established by the .American Mis
sionary Association of the Congregational Churches. I was born into a home 
fowtded on the firm foundation of organized religion. Regular church attend
ance and total dedication to a Christian religions ethos nurtured my life even 
as. the milk of my mother's breasts gave sustenance to my body. 

The folklore which contributed to my childhood and adolescent identity 
was the folklore of God's People Israel and the lofty precepts which chall
enged me to manhood were those of Jesus of Nazareth as shared by the Pastor, 
the church school and the Youth Fellowship of the Central Congregational 
Church of New Orleans, Louisiana. · 

My recreational experiences and athletic training were provided by the 
program of the Dryades Street Branch Yr-CA, a racially segregated YMCA, but 
one that was certainly integrated al~ng class and economic lines. 

Following an agnostic period at a church founded, secular University, it 
was the challenge of the Ecumenical Movement at a conference of the United 
Christian Youth Movement of the National CO\.mcil of Churches which led me 
back into the fold of organized religion, with the hope that rel.igion could 
be relevant to our time. The inter-racial conference in Texas was my first 
"integrated" experience in life. It was the occasion of my introduction to 
the possibility of organized religion as a socially relevant force. It 
marked my introduction to Quaker pacifism and the teachings of Mohandas Gandhi. 

I relate these incidents in such detail, because I suspect that organized 
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religion has been an extremely relevant force in the personal lives of most 
middle-class Americans. It has been the preserver of values and much of what 
is worthy in Western Culture. Organized religion educated the freed slaves 
in the 1880-1950 period. It was organized religion that created the half-way 
house between Europe and America for the Irish and Italian minorities through 
the Roman Catholic Church. It was organized religion which maintained the 
faith and identity of the People Israel and assured their survival in an 
alien land. 

But moreover, it was organized religion which made possible the accept
ance of the law of the land in nruch of 'the South following the enactment of 
the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The people of the South were at first willing 
to be rid of the burden of racism and the acceptance of the integration of 
public acconunodations across the South was in no small measure due to the 
religious environment which pervades the lives of people in their personal 
relationships. 

In stDlllllary, I am suggesting that organized religion has been personally 
relevant to the lives of most Americans", especially those of the middle-class. 
And through the revivalist tradition, from Johathan Edwards through the Wesley's 
and even to some lesser extent in Billy Graham, there has been s·omething myst'er
ious and wonderful about the challenge to live in relationship to God, whether 
through fear or love. This was the vehicle which maintained and pastored our 
civilization and made possible whatever level of civilization we have achieved. 

The church's failure to be relevant begins at the point where we move be
yond the relationship of the individual to God and ask any question of social 
relationship. 1he question of man's relation to man as an outgrowth of his 
relation to God is the b.eginni.ng of failure of o.rganized religion to be relevant. 

. Any social question seems to stymi~ organized religion, whether it be the 
question of the sexual relations between two individuals, whether in marriage 
or out; the relationship between parent and youth.; relations between individ
uals of differing racial or class backgrotmds; or national and ideological 
differences. · · 

Organized religion has been traditionally myopic in it's view of man as 
a personal being. · When confronted by the "principalities and power" of this 
and every age, organized religion has been "weighed in the balance and found 
wanting". · · · 

RELIGION AND CUL 1URE 

If there can be a single cause for this irrelevance in the face of social 
questions it perhaps has 'it's roots in our inability to define and determine 
our relationship to the culture of which we are a part and to distinguish that 
culture from the vital religious realities which are revealed to us in and 
through that culture. It is the identification of the culture of man with the 
Spirit of God which leads us down the road of empty fonn and meaningless belief. 

H. Richard .Niebuhr identified this dilerrana for us some years ago in his 
essay on CHRIST AND CULTIJRE, and while he restricted his analysis to the Olris-
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tian tradition, I suspect that a similar analysis could be made of any organ
ized religion and it's relation to it's cultural base. 1he important thing 
about Niebuhr's thesis, if I remember it correctly, is not that there must be 
any one relationship between Christ and Culture, but that one must be aware 
that there is a distinction between the two and that the appropriate rela
tionship between the two must be detennined in every historic situation. 

Organized religion has not been able to maintain an awareness of a con
tinuing dialogue between the God who lives and moves throughout history, nur
turirig his creation, loving his creatures, but also judging their folly and 
destroying the cultural idols which they build to their o\.Jn glory. Organized 
religion serves well as the maintainer of culture, but falters in her prophetic 
judgements upon culture . 

1here are of course instances of the social relevance of organized religion. 
In our own time we have seen the forces of organized religion unite to sporisor 
the passage of two civil rights acts - 1964 aesegregatirig public accommodations 
and 1965 securing voting rights, and presently, the forces of organized religion 
might be said to be divided against themselves on the question of Viet Nam. 
BUt these are rare occurrences that grew out of a combination of forces amongst 
the people and within the government, with the forces of organized religion mov-
ing along with the slowly changing consensus of our culture. · 

RELEVANT RELIGION IN CHANGING TIMES 

But if ever there was good reason for the irrelevance of organized reli
gion, that time is now. We are in the midst of an era of change, or a tran
sition period between eras and the words of Nicholas Berdyaev in his portrayal 
of the age of Dostoievsky are especially applicable, 

"Today the soul of man no longer rests upon secure 
foundations, everything rot.ind him is unsteady and 
contradictory, he lives in an atmosphere of illu
sion and falsehood under a ceaseless threat of 
change. Evil comes forward tm.der an appearance 
of good, and he is deceived; the faces of Christ 
and of Antichrist, of main become God and God be
come man, are interchangeable. '' 

Relevance in such an era is no small order. It may even be miraculous 
that we survive such tempestuous periods of history with any semblance of 
organized religion intact. Paradoxically, it is in such periods that the 
question of a "New Word" from Him who makes all things new, is most frequently 
raised. 

Implied in our discussion thus far is an assumption about the nature of 
God and the nature of history which needs to be expressed before we go any 
further. It is important that we see the God of Creation as continuously 
active in a historic context which is itself in motion. Time marches on, 
and God enters the sphere of time revealing himself to his creatures and 
seeking the fulfillment of His creation fu and thro.ugh them. Organized re-
1.igion, therefore, nrust be in hannony with the activity of God in order to 
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be relevant. If God is moving toward the realization and fulfillment of His 
Kingdom, then organized religion nrust be moving toward that ''new creation" as 
well. We cannot look back ·to the revelation of God on yesterday for our mean
ingful Word for today. Perhaps, there was a day recorded in the scriptures 
which may give us a clue to God's Word for today, but the chances are that the 
word of yesterday, of last year and even the past generation, will prove irre-
levant to the questions of this day. · 

1HE SEARCH FOR RELEVANCE 

The relevance of organized religion nrust be detennined by the extent to 
which a ministry of reconciliation ·is perfonned, reconciling man in comrmmity 
with God in history. This is the essence of all religion.' Somehow, man nrust 
be aided in his search for that truth and love in whose image he is being 
created. It is the function of organized religion to share it's historic 
revelation and experience of that Truth and Love with man in every dimension 
of his existence. 

This is true of organized religion in some fonn in every age. It is per
haps too dangerous to assume that ·the only form of organized religion is the 
present parish-congregational structure of the church. Somehow; these fonns · 
are inevitably linked with the past. They are, in fact, desparate attempts 
to restore an island of a lost age in the midst of the present age and, as 
such, will continue to be irrelevant. · 

However, from these dying religious fonns, new life and new institutions 
of organized religion emerge. Though they are first rejected, and even per
secuted, the new forms are often drawn back into the traditional religious 
hierarchy, creating an agency of renewal within. This is one route down the 
road to relevant organized religion. 

The Southern Christian Leadership Conference is one such example of organ
ized para-religious institutions in which there is a constant struggle to con
tinue to "break down the dividing wall of hostility", which separates man from 
God and from his brothers. · 

TI-IIDLOGICAL RELEVANCE 

From my perspective as a Christian, with a strange brand of secularized 
theology, I have come to understand that there is a ·great deal of social rele
vance to the body of doctrine which, in my earlier years, proved so meaningful 
to me personally. 

Incarnation is not only an event of 2000 years ago, God continues to re
veal himself through the life and work of his children. God is with us! 
Man's worth does not consist of his accumulated wealth, his acquired intelli
gence, the station of his birth, the color of his skin or the nature of his 
cultural tradition. God can and does make His Presence felt in the relation
ships and lives of all men. It is because of God's presence in our midst that 
our lives become worthy and meaningful. 

Jefferson expressed this well in .our Constitution: "all men are endowed 
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by their Creator with certain in-alienable rights". The bestowal of divine 
rights by our Creator is the only possible basis of cOJT11Jn.D1ity, even though both 
our faith and our govermnent affinn man's creation in the image of God. The 
"conventional wisdom" still operates on a hierarchy of personal worth based on 
one's ability to aca.mrulate cultural credits in the eyes of man and ignoring 
the worth and dignity of every man, which is a gift of God. · · 

When we truly see man as God's creation, in his image, then our eyes are 
open to the possibil ities of a revelation of the living God. In each and every 
human enc01.mter, differences of age, race, class or sex become as the many sides 
of a crystal prism, through which the light of God is refracted in a splendid 
rainbow of Truth and Love. 

In the Spring of 1963 in Binningham, Alabama, Martin Luther King faced · an 
almost impossible situation. There had been almost a thousand persons arrested 
and SCLC had spent all of its available funds in bonds for the emergency and 
hardship cases. Dr. King faced a choice of calling off the movement and going 
North to raise ft.mds to appeal the cases of those remaining in jail or joining 
them in jail. After several days of agonizing, he finally made the decision 
that he should join his followers in jail, thereby, sharing the suffering at 
the hands of the civic bastion of segregation. And in what now seems a rather 
ludicrous procession of 110 persons·, he found himself arrested only a few blocks 
away from the church, while in route to the court house for a prayerful protest 
of the treatment of Binningham's Black citizens. Things looked dark for us then 
and those cf us who remained outside had little idea o·f what to do. We became 
aware of the fact that it was Good Friday and that Dr. King and his fellow 
demonstrators had taken upon themselves the sin of more than 200 years of Ala
bama racism and while they were presently locked in prison, we knew that some
day soon a new man would rise from the jails of Binningham, black and proud, 
knowing that he is a child of the King. It was not long before the entire 
city rose up from it's 'grave of fears' and gave witness to the social signifi
cance of the resurrection. 

Had there not been a voluntary asstmiption of the sufferings of Binningham's 
Black citizens, by Dr. King; had there been no crucifiction, ·there could be no 
resurrection. · 

The relevance of organized religion is still dependent upon a willingness 
to suffer for that which is right. God's action is 1he action of the suf:fering 
servant. 

MANAGERIAL AND INSTIWfIONAL RELEVANCE 

A good portion of the irrelevance of organized rel.igion is due simply to 
our inability to manage . the huge bureaucracy and institutional fonns which 
organized religion takes in our time. It follows that institutions created 
by anxious and· insecure men will reflect all of the anxieties and insecurities 
of the men who create them. That is man's sin is transmitted very quickly 
into the structures and institutions which surround his life. Man's etlmo
centrism blinds him to the presence of God in others and he constructs a pro
tective, institutional shell. 
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Generation upon generation continue to enlarge upon this pattern. The 
result is a demonic institutional presence which expressed all of the worse 
tendencies of man. Any attempt to make organized religion relevant 1IR.1St begin 
with the redemption, refonn and renewal of the vehicles of organized religion. 
This is as true within the church as it is within the corporation or within 
the state or federal government. A relevant ministry, by the clrurches, must 
take into consideration not only the personal relationships between individuals, 
but power relationships which exist between institutions. So that the General 
Synod of the United Church of Christ nrust prepare itself, not only to minister 
to its constituent members, but the Synod as a national religious body must 
confront the "principalities and powers" of Dow Chemical Corporation, the 
United Fruit Company, and Pentagon and any administration in Power. 

This can not be a casual "safe" ministry. An institution must also risk 
death in order that it might rise again. Just as Dr. King risked the institu
tional life of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, making possible 
new life for the nation, our universities, denominations and even our corpora
tions 1IR.1St run the risks of death and suffering in order to find new life and 
peace. 

1HE QUESTION OF INVESIMENI'S 

"Lay not up for yourself treasures on earth, where moth and rust doth 
corrupt and where thieves break ~nto and steal, but lay up for yourself treas
ures in Heaven----- -- - for where your treasure is, there will your heart be 
also". "The earth is the Lord's and the fullness thereof" -------- the church 
building society and the pension funds which dwell therein. May God have mercy 
on our souls if there is ever a cost accolUlting of the investments and land 
holdings<:£ organized religion. Would it not be more consistent with the pre
cepts of organized religion were we to invest in low-cost housing for the poor 
at. a Federal Guaranteed interest rate o~ 7-1/2 percent than to invest in the 
murderous productions of Dow Chemical Corporation, Lockheed's bombings or the 
exploitation of the resources of our brothers in Latin America, Asia and Africa 
at 12 to 15%? The corporate wealth of organized religion could put an end to 
hunger, ill heal th and poor housing the world over. We demonstrated in the 
last century that organized religion could provide an educat~onal and htunani
tarian base upon which a technical society might be built, but we "chickened 
out" at the point of real political and economical responsibility. We trained 
leaders to assimilate Western Culture, but not to develop a culture of their own. 
We introduced them to the nnmdane values <f a consumer society, but made no .effort 
to prepare them for national production. The last 300 years have seen the Chris
tian nations of the West move from chattel slavery to the political slavery of 
colonialism and now the resigned economic slavery of nee-colonialism, all in the 
name of God and with, simply, intellectual justification such as Max Weber's, 
"Religion And The Rise Of Capitalism", which gives all the credit for industrial 
and technological advance to the Puritan Ethnic of industry and frugality with 
barely a mention of 50 million slaves who came to this country and by their 
sweat and blood, created the accumulation of capital which ultimately produced 
this affluent society. 

But there can be no question of reparations, only a question of steward
ship, for the weal th of o.rganized rel.igion already belo.ngs to the sons and 
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daughters of God. We are merely stewards (damned poor stewards) offering the 
talents with which he has intrusted us. His Will to us may well be "sell all 
that you have and give it to the poor". 

INTERNATIONAL RELEVANCE 

Perhaps, for the first time since the demise of the Holy Roman Empire, 
organized religion has an opporttmity to be relevant in the international 
affairs of man. Reinhold Niebuhr predicted in the 40' s that the buying power 
of the Black minority would ultimately be a potent force for the realization 
of racial justice in this country. We have seen the impact of SCLC' s Opera
tion Breadbasket on the corporate giants of America, coercing them to more 
ht.mlane policies W'lder the threat of non-co-operation unless these evil policie·s 
are changed. We have witnessed a handful of humble grape pickers under the 
leadership of Ceasar Chavez, stiuggle along against tremendous odds with only 
the weapon of moral suasion and 'the withdrawal of economic support. 

Two Popes have released magnificent encyclicals on peace among men and 
nations and peace as development for the poor. The conflicts of 'our time 
will be primarily conflicts between the have's and have-nots and unfortunately, 
inspite of our values to the contrary, we are the exploiters. · 

There is no way to live in Western Civilization without sharing the guilt 
£'or the exploitation which makes our luxurious existence possible." 

Just a few weeks ago, . Gulf Oil automated it's refineries in Curacao on 
the North Coast of South America. This decision took no consideration of the 
fact that one-fifth of the work force of that tiny country would be left unem
ployed by such mechanizatiop. Within a month, there was massive rioting in 
what had been a tropical paradise. A church awakened to the needs of the 
br~thren might have interceded with Gulf Oil and worked out a plan for develop
ment which would have expanded the economy of the cotmtry and yet enabled Gulf 
to make whatever technological changes which were necessary for them.to remain 
competitive. · · · 

An organized religious force could exercise tremendous influence for Good 
in this highly competitive economy of ours. Just the thought of hundreds of 
religious folk switching from Gulf Oil to Shell Oil would bring a willingness 
to negotiate. · · · 

To be relevant in an international arena, organized religion must be an 
advocate for the poor. --------"for in as much as you have cone it unto one 
of the least of these, you have done it unto me." 

CONCLUSION 

Looking back on an era, it is too easy to write of organized religion as 
having failed. There are ntunerous contradictions, to be sure, but there is 
al$O great potential. Somehow, ~rganized religion has survived the destniction 
of nations and empires. Just when it seems on the way out, God sends a prophet 
or saint to call his people into a new relation with him. God has called some 
strange people in some strange places. In the final analysis it is the Spirit 
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of God moving throughout the world which keeps organized religion relevant and 
daily gives us the next step toward an ~genda for the future. 
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In this paper I propose to make some remarks from the sociological 
perspective on the future of organized religion. Unlike the views which I 
suspect many of my colleagues of this conference will present, my own opinion 
is that organized religion is not in very serious trouble, at least in no 
more serious trouble than it has been in the past. There is something about 
man, and particularly man when he wears a Roman collar, that inclines him to 
think that the world is going to hell in a handbasket. The decline of faith 
and morals has been lamented by preachers and other pious types since the memory 
of man runneth not to the contrary. Viewing the state of religion with alarm 
surely antedates Chrisitanity, and probably goes back to the beginning of the 
human race. Somehow or the other religion has managed to survive, and there is 
nothing in either the theory or the empirical findings of contemporary sociology 
which would lead us to think that our era in this respect is different from any 
other era. I do not, ~owever, propose in this paper to argue about the so
called secularization hypothesis, ImlCh less to attempt to reassure those who 
lament the sorry state of religion, for I suspect if I could reassure them 
they would not be nearly as happy as they are. It is my intention, rather, to 
speak of some of the major opportunities which I foresee, from the perspective 
of the sociologist, organized religion will encounter in the remaining years 
of the present century. 

However, in order that the context in which I am speaking may be as explicit 
as possible, I wish to state (again from the viewpoint of a sociologist) some 
asstm!ptions about the present condition of religion, at least in the United 
States. I will not atteinpt to defend these assumptions, but will simply leave 
their documentation to footnote references. 

1. There is no empirical evidence of a decline of religiousness. The 
limited comparative statistical data which enable us to evaluate 
American religious behavior at the present time against American 
religious behavior in the pas~ indicates continuity, rather than change 
in American religion. 1 

2. There are no theoretical grounds to expect a decline in religion. 2 

3. Religion and ritual are apparently part of the human condition. 3 

4. A simple evolutionary model showing man moving from the sacred to the 
secular is quite inappropriate from the point of view of sociology, 
anthropology, and the histories of religion. The sacred and the 
secular have coexisted for a long time and show every inclination to 
continue to coexist. Man's religious evolution is the result of a 
complicated interchange between the secular and the sacred, with an 
ever increasing differentiation of function, which does not, however, 
mean that one_ dimension triumphs over the other. 4 

S. In as complicated a corporate society as our own, religion will con
tinue to organize itself in some fahion. Therefore, not only will 
religion continue, but organized religion will continue, though one 
does not necess~rily conclude that the present religious organizations 
will continue. 
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6. If anything, the sacred is going through a dramatic revival, indeed, a 
revival which sometimes bo.rdeis on the bizarre, with a vast variety 
of ancient superstitions suddenly becoming quite popular again, 
precisely among those who would be

6
1east expected to be interested in 

the sacred and the superstitious . 

7. Nothing is more irrelevant for the churches than the relevant--that 
is to say, that which is most fashionable at the present time--for 
that which is most fashionable today will be out of fashion tomorrow, 
and by the time the churches can adjust to it it will become as dull 
and dead as yesterday's newspaper. The secular city is dead and Harvey 
Cox knows it, ~hough many of his Catholic disciples do not. The death 
of God movement is dead, as at least some of its proponents kilew _it. 
Bishop Robinson's "honest to God" style apparently succeeded only in 
reassuring divinity school students and campus ministers, and did not 
establish much in the way of meaningful dialogue with the world beyond 
the churches. All three movements which claimed so passionately to be 
relevant turned out in retrospect to be only reflections and reenact
ments of events out of the past. Religion nrust indeed grapple with the 
problems of the times, and in this paper I propose to list what seem 
to me to be four such problems. But I would argue that it is imperative 
that religion not settle for simple, easy, automatic statements of what 
those problems really are. To put the matter more concretely, I think 
religion nrust be concerned about both peace and race, but I do not 
think that the prophetic vision of religion about the future we are 
all trying to create will be adequate if it ·does not go deeper into 
the human condition than these two very difficult political questions. 

1. The first of the basic issues to which I think organized 
religion nrust address itself is the question of personal 
meaning. In most pdor societies that mankind has known, 
meaning systems and culture systems were the same thing-
that is to say, each culture provided its own fairly compre
hensive interpretive scheme which enabled those who were part 
of the culture to interpret the phenomenological reality 
which inpinged on their consciousness. There was a series of 
pro~ositions which explained what reality was all about--a 
sen.es of propositions which was practically "given" by the 
culture. At the present time, however, man shops in a 
marketplace of meaning systems. Indeed, as Thomas Luckmann 
has pointed out, meaning systems have become consumer goods. 

Religious organizations ought not to be too troubled by this 
fact. Identification of religion with culture has not partic
ular.ly helped religion, in the final analysis--at least not 
the prophetic religions of the Judeo-Christian tradition. 
The interpretive scheme that man puts together by his own 
personal free choice (at least more or less so) ought to 
appear more desirable to the Judeo-Christian tradition. 
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However, it is necessary for the organized churches to realize 
that to a considerable extent each new generation has to make 
its own religious decisions--has to fashion its own interpre
tive scheme. The search for meaning is no longer something 
that can be solved once, but is something that each person 
must solve for himself and that each generation nrust wrestle 
with in the context of its own meaningful generational 
experiences. 

One supposes that such a situation has been true of the Western 
world for perhaps a century, but there is a new variable at 
work at present which presents an extraordinarily interesting 
challenge to the churches. Not only have the old gods failed, 
but the new gods have. failed too. Science, orthodox Marxism, 
liberal political philosophy, and the pursuit of economic 
affluence seem to be almost as nruch in disarray as meaning 
systems as does traditional orthodoxy. The younger generation 
tells us that the great God Science has failed because it has 
not brought peace or justice to the world. Substantial 
m.unbers of them have rejected what they think of as the bureau
cratic irresponsibility of the organized, computerized, 
secularized society. They prefer the existentialist loneliness 
of the hippie groups, the utopian communities, the Zen monas
teries to the rational society. Still others turn for self
fulfillment to group dynamics, attempting to relate "honestly" 
and "a1,lthentically" to their fellowmen in raw emotionality 
of confrontation, encounter, sensitivity and theory groups. 

Not only is the search for meaning and value a new one in 
every generation, but in the present generation it would seem 
that the prest.unption is against any of the preexisting sub
stantive meaning systems, and that personal meaning, if any, 
has to be found apart from these systems and perhaps in revolt 
against them. 

Another complicating factor is the resurrection experience of 
the therapeutic process. It is not my intention, surely, to 
endorse psychoanalysis as the only god that has not failed-
its own failures and inadequacies are all too patent; nruch 
less am I enthusiastic about the current cult of group 
dynamics or the arrogant new priesthood of T-group "trainers." 
But, whatever one may say of abuses and extremes, it is still 
true_ that psychoanalysis has made possible considerable 
personal growth for many people, a growth which involves 
death and resurrection- -a putting off of the old man and the ;.· 
putting on of the new--an experience which has its own horrors 
even worse than the horrors of physical death. There is now 
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the theoretical possibility that a person never need stop 
expanding his personality. Enrichment and development and 
fulfillment of the human person can continue for decades, 
though always through a death and resurrection process. 
Kenneth Keniston sees the maturation process going on in 
some yotmg people at least until they are thirty, and other 
researchers view the identity crises years from thirty-five 
to forty-five as being the most critical and also potentially 
the most productive in a person's life. Personal fulfillment, 
then, is at least part of the raw material of any new inter
pretive scheme, and is, indeed, raw material which has pro
found religious implications. 

What are the implications for organized religion at the 
present state of man's perennial search for meaning? What 
can organized religion say when it observes that the new gods 
seem to be as dead as the old and that now for each new 
generation the meaning quest must start anew? One would think 
that the first reaction of organized religion to such a 
phenomenon would be to rejoice, for once again the religious 
interpretive schemes can claim some kind of legitimacy as 
potential meaning systems. The epistemology of science is no 
longer powerful enough to rule them out on a priori grounds. 
There ought to be even more rejoicing in organized religion 
when it is noted that the issue of death and resurrection and 
the issue o~ transcend~nce seem to be once more among the 
principal issues that must be faced. The organized church 
which sees mankind engaged in two pilgrimages--one toward the 
omega point and the other toward self-fulfillment--and realizes 
that in fact these two pilgrimages are one, ought to realize 
that its strategic position is at the present time quite good. 
As Brian Wicker has pointed out, the organized churches can, 
if they so desire, provide an answer to the one question 
which hl.Ullailism cannot answer--what does death do to man's 
quest for self-fulfillment? Religion is not only free once 
again to compete in the open marketplace of interpretive 
·schemes; it can also provide a high-quality product, a product 
toward which there seems to be a sustained predisposition 
in substantial numbers of mankind. 

One must confess that the churches have not taken advantage 
of the opportunity. 1beir rhetoric and their organizational 
style, their suspicion and their fear of heresy have thus far 
caused them to make a mess of the opportunities they presently 
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face. One wonders when the idea entered into the Western 
world that the faith was something to be defended--something 
so weak and fragile, so easily misunderstood and distorted 
that every effort had to be made to protect it from corruption. 
Surely the messages in the New Testament were not defensive. 
A concern for doctrinal orthodoxy, and more particularly for 
precise and immutable doctrinal fonnulations, was not typical 
of the early church. Of course there were things that had 
to be believed, and if they were not believed then one could 
not claim to be a Christian. But what had to be believed was 
not vast, nor was there great anxiety about exactly how it 
would be expressed. 

One does not wish to argue that concern for doctrinal orthodoxy :· 
is a complete waste of time, but when it becomes an obsession, 
when the preservation of the exact wording of interpretive 
scheme takes all the life and vitality out of these schemes, 
then clearly something inappropriate has happened. 

There are two results of such obsessive concern about doctrinal 
fonm.llations. One is the sort of mistake that the Catholic 
Church made with Teilard de Chardin--the suspicious asstDITption 
that any attempt at refonnation of interpretive schemes 
carries in it' the danger of grave heresy. Such an attitude 
puts organized religion on the defensive and makes it suspicious 
of all human progress, and hence, quite incapable of responding 
to each generation's unique search for meaning. 1be opposite 
result is to be observed among those who, when faced with an 
apparent conflict be.tween what they take to ·be observed among 
those who, when faced with an apparent conflict between what 
they take to be "scientific findings" and a rigid orthodoxy, 
feel that the only choice is to jettison orthodoxy. Bishop 
Robinson was certainly not the first to use this strat_egy, but 
he does not -seem, in the final analysis, to have been any more 
successful in converting the cultists of the God Science than 
any of his predecessors. 

One suspects that the basic reason for the defensiveness of the 
churches on doctrinal matters was fear . Religious leaders 
were afraid that their followers would "lose their faith"; 
that religiollll could not really survive in an age of science; 
that in any dialogue between "science" and religion, religion 
was bound to come off second-best . Or, to put the matter more 
bluntly, the religious leaders were afraid that the good news 
really wasn't good any more, or for that matter, that it wasn't 
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really news. The churches were not willing to be free-wheeling, 
flexible, tolerant, open-ended, and permissive in regard to 
doctrinal fonm.llations precisely because they were sure that 
such an attitude would leave their faiths at a disadvantage. 
Why would the faiths be at a disadvantage? Obviously because 
the faiths were weak and their opponents were strong. One 
never tries to dailogue with an adversary when one is con
vinced that the adversary's strength is overwhelming. The 
trouble with the defenders of the faith, in other words, is 
that they did not have enough faith. Only if religious leaders 
and theologians are able to enter into the open marketplace 6f 
interpretive schemes with relaxed confidence will they be able 
to do justice to their own position. 

2. In the previous paragraphs we noted that the quest for meaning 
was intimately connected with the quest for self-fulfillment- 
that indeed, they are the same quest, for modern man. As Erik 
Erikson has observed, you cannot have an identity without 
ideology. But one can become oneself only with, through, and 
for others. Hence, the second critical issue which the organ
ized churches must face is modern man's quest for community. 
Whether there is more or less intimacy, warmth, and self-support 
in contemporary urban industrial society than there was in 
the peasant conmunes of the past, may be open to question. 
What is not open to question is the fact that modern man 
possesses both the affluence and the vocabulary to engage in 
a highly self-conscious quest for community and for intimacy. 
The hippie collll1UlJles, the undergr01.md churches, "educational 
villages," encounter .and marathon groups (clothed or unclothed), 
are all manifestations of a much more widespread phenomenon--
the search f~r openness, honesty, and trust in htunan rela~ionships. 

There are many dangers in the quest for connmmity. Conm.mity 
does not, as many people think, happen. It requires hard work 
Nor is it something, nonnally, at least, which emerges as the 
result of self-conscious search. Rather, it is the frequently 
unintended result of conunon effort. Furthermore, many of the 
enthusiastic searchers for community fail to face the obvious 
historical truth that cornrm.mity usually dominates individuality 
and eliminates privacy. In any conflict between individual 
and conununity in mankind's past, corrarrunity has won. Conununity 
now has at its disposal all ~he elaborate techniques of group 
dynamics to increase its power and to dominate and manipulate 
its members. Finally, there does not yet seem to be IIUlCh 

awareness among the cultists of coTlllJn..Illity of the problem of 
the oedipal complex and of the r_egression of members of the 
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intimate conununity to behavior out of their familial past. 
Most of us know only one kind of intimate relationship-
that which we learned in our own families. Hence, when we 
are faced with a new set of intense and intimate relationships, 
we fall back on the paradigmatic behavior patterns of the past 
and convert our colleagues in the community into parents or 
siblings; with results which are disastrous for all concerned. 

But for a11 the risks and dangers in the quest for comrrnm.ity, 
mankind is not likely to turn away from it, for we have always 
dreamed of the possibility of trusting love with one another. 
Modeni psychology, for all its inadequacies, brought us -much 
closer to that goal. '!be bizarre aberrations which show up 
on the fringes of the quest for community are merely evidence 
of how intense the quest is. 

And what can the churches say in response to the news that men 
should love one another more, and that new insights into the 
htunan personality seem to be facilitating that desire for 
greater love? What can the churches say upon discovering 
that their members want greater trust in their relationships, 
one with another? What, in particular, can the churches say 
in response to the quest for community, whose founder told 
them, "By this shall all men know that you are my disciples, 
that you have love for one another"? Yet in fact, the churches, 
when they have not been opposed to psychology, have at least 
been skeptical of the quest for community among their own 
membership. '!be underground ecclesial groups are underground 
precisely because the above ground congregations look with 
suspicion upon small-, informal, and intimate ecclesial groups. 
'!be large urban or suburban congregation is a marvelous escape 
from intimacy and trust. The amount of love for one another 
to be discovered in such congregations is minimal, and no 
demand is made that people risk themselves ~n close relation
ship with their fellow believers. Heaven protect us from a 
situation where the wannth and intimacy of our love for one 
another realfh would make us stand out as being different from 
the rest of e htunan race. '!be conventionalization--not to 
say the "enbourgeoisment"--of relationships in the churches 
is not merely an inadequate response to contemporary man's 
quest for connnunity; it is, even worse, a false witness to the 
genius of Christianity. 

Just as the churches lost faith in the possibility of their 
faith being strong enough to hold its own in dialogue with the 
contemporary world, so too they seem to have lost faith in 
the possibility of a different kind of love rooted in religious 
connnitment. '!be churches which had their origins in small, 
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intimate, communal groups and which have periodically through 
their long history produced other such groups, seem now to 
doubt the possibility that the sectarian element in rel~gion 
can produce a new religious revitalization rooted in love. 

The churches JIUlst, therefore, examine what the best in their 
own tradition has to say about corram.mity and encourage the 
development of new ecclesial comrrrunities within their structures. 
The underground is here to stay, in any case. The critical ques
tion is whether organized religion is ready to face the fact 
that some underground conmrunities may indeed represent the 
authentic working of the Spirit who still blows whither ·He will. 
Far from being afraid of the proliferation of ecclesial com-
JIUlili ties, the churches should do everything possible to 
facilitate such groups, while at the same time warning them 
of the dangers of manipulation and regression to infantile 
behavior. The old Irish political adage, "If you can't beat 
them, join them" seems appropriate advice for the churches 
on the question of the new ecclesial coIJITll.lilities. As the 
inclination to see heresy everywhere put the churches on the 
defensive in matters of faith and meaning, so the temptation 
to see schisms everywhere has put the churches on the defensive 
in matters of love and community. Only a church that is con
fident of the strength of the ties that bind its members 
together can display the relaxed confidence which will put it 
in the vanguard of mankind's quest for community. 

3. The sexual reiationship is the paradigm of all human relation
ships and the marriage community is the paradigm of all human 
comrrrunities • The fear which stands in the way of trust is 
strongest in that most intimate of relationships; and the 
payoff of trust and openness is the greatest in the sexual 
relationship, since it is reinforced by the possibility of 
overwhelming physical pleasure. Yet the resistance to trust, 
openness, and friendship is also extraordinarily powerful. 
Shame over one's sexuality, which is apparently basically the 
same as llllcertainty about one's own sexual identity, stands 
as a powerful barrier to openness between man and woman, a 
barrier that is deeply rooted in the tmresolved problems of 
one's relationship with one's parents. The battle between 
drive toward physical and psychological llllity, on the one hand, 
and shame and self-hatred, on the other, is typical of the 
whole humancondition but most painful and also potentially 
most pleasurable, in the sexual relationship. If man can 
learn to live in loving and trusting concern with his mate, 
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then he probably will have no trouble in living in openness 
and trust with anyone else. 

But more nrust be said.1 While the husband and wife relation
ship. is the paradigm Qf all human relationships, and while 
the sexuality between ,husband and wife may very well provide 
the raw material which: makes possible other intimate friend
ships, it nrust further; be said that there is a strong sexual 
component in all humant intimacy, since intimacy involves the 
total man, body and spirit, and man's body cannot escape (and 
obviously ought not tolwant to escape) its sexuality. Sex, 
then, is not only the paradigm of all human relationships, but 
also penneates all human relationships. The relationship of 
pupil and teacher has profoundly sexual implications, as · 
Socrates and Alcibiades were aware. The teacher--or at least 
the good teacher--to s$me extent seduces the personality of 
his student in order t~at he might attract the student to his 
ideas. The priest, prophet, charismatic leader, therapist, 
all engage in relationships which, at least when we stop to 
think about it, are powerfully sexual in their color and tone. 
Similarly, other lu.Dnan !friendships between members of the same 
sex and across sexual lines which are not marital and which 
are not aimed at sexual intercourse, nonetheless are deeply 
rooted in the sexualitii of the friendship partner~. The 
relevant question is not whether all human relationships are 
sexual, but rather wha~ the implications for human relation
-ships are of our new insight into the pervasiveness of se>euality. 

I 

The Freudian revolution'. took place only yesterday. For several 
thousand years the Platonist and Manichee temptation was domi
nant. Sex was vieweQ. a~ something that pertained to the body, 
which in its turn, imprisoned the htunan spirit. Sexuality 
was, then, at best a drag on the human spirit, and at worst, 
according to St. Augustµie, a sin, even between married partners. 
The Freudian insight ov~rthrew the Platonist and Manichee 
tradition: sex is not a drag on the human spirit, but a stim
ulus to it . It does not retard human growth, but rather drives 
men forward toward growth (and, incidentally, also on occasion, 
toward destruction). The human race has only begtm to assimilate 
the implications of thi~ astonishing revolution, and the
revolution, and the revolution has precious little to do with 
Jane Fonda on the cover iof Newsweek or "Old Calcutta" on 
~oadway~ or aifY of the alleged new "pennissiveness" in .Amer-
ican society. -

One would have thought, ·given the attitudes of the scriptures 
about sexuality, and the pervasive sexual imagery used to 
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describe· the relationship between God and His people, that 
Jewish and Christian religions would be delighted by the 
Freudian insight. At least some of the churches have not 
been so delighted and others have thought that the appropriate 
response was to develop arguments suggesting that almost every 
type of sexual perversion was not only not sinful, but posi
tively healthy. These two reactions probably are characteristic 
fonns of guilt repression; the churches have been very guilty 
on the subject of sex. They allowed themselves to be conquered . 
by the Platonist-Manichee temptation. Despite the clear 
evidence of the scriptures, they have persisted in seeing man 
as a dualistic creature and viewing his body and his seXua.lity 
as something of which to be ashamed. That the Roman Catholic 
Church, for example, which uses the powerful and obvious inter
course symbol in its Holy Saturday liturgy, emphasizing that 
the resurrection is best symbolized by the sexual act, can 
respond to the Freudian revolution with nothing more adquate 
than the encyclical letter, Humanae Vitae, is a sign of how 
profound the guilt in Roman Catholicism is over its own weak
ness in the face of the Marlichee tradition. The love of Christ 
for His Church is so intertwined in the New Testament with the 
love of husband for wife that one simply cannot understand how 
the Roman Church or any Christian church, for that matter, could 
possibly not rejoice in the Freudian revolution. However, it 
may take us a while yet to purge the Manichee guilt out of our 
bodies ecclesiastical. 

The implication of the Freudian revolution for the churches is 
perfectly clear, thou.gh when it stands in all its nakedness 
(to use an appropriate term) it becomes terrifying to many 
virtuous Christians, not excluding their even more virtuous 
leaders: sexual love must be the model for all relationships 
in the church. 

If the relationship between Christ and His people is thus com
pared to the relationship between husband and wife, the dictum 
we have just stated ought not to be surprising. Yet surprising 
it surely is. Who could think, for example, of the relation
ship between a bishop and a pastor, a pastor and an ass~stant, 
a religious superior and (you should excuse the expression) 
his subject, as being modeled after the love of man for a 
woman? Who would think that the members of a Christian con
gregation should strive to treat each other with the gentleness, 

· respect, affection, conce111, patience, and tenderness which is 
absolutely essential if the sexual payoff in marriage is not 
going to quickly deteriorate? Who could possibly think that 
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the relat1onship of respect, encouragement, and reinforcement 
obvious in good marriages should be demanded from all assem-

' blies of the people of God? Who, indeed, would think that 
Jesus ought to be taken literally when He says "By this shall 
all men know that you are my disciples, that you have love 
for one another"? 

Clearly, t'1.e churches have a long way t 'o go, and they JTDJst 
first of all purge themselves of those remnants of the ancient 
double standard which sees woman somehow inferior to man, to 
be governed by a different set of laws and a different set 
of rules than those by which man is governed. Love, friend
ship, affection among adults can only take place, in the final 
analysis, in the colleague relationship--that is to say, the 
relationship between people who are equal partners. Granted 
that the various partners may bring diverse contributions to 
the relationship, we must face the fact that only a limited 
rn.nnber of these contributions are sex linked, and that any 
pretense that one sex is designed to dominate the other--even 
in the act of lovemaking--is bound to be destructive for 
friendship, and ultimately destructive for lovemaking, too. 

The human race is badly fouled up on matters of sexuality. The 
Freudian insight has produced a revolution which, for all its 
aberrations, holds great promise of decreasing the level of 
confusion and sickness which affects human sexuality. Not only 
should the Christial) churches rejoice at such a revolution, 
but they also should see it as one of the greatest opportunities 
ever offered, an opportunity to return to the authenticity of 
the insights of their own scriptures and to break away defini
tively from the pagan Platonism which has affected them almost 
from the begirming. 

fbwever, one need not hold -one's breath until all this is 
accomplished. · 

4. Contemporary man is seeking for unity not only with himself, 
not only with those around him, not only especially with his 
mate, but also for unity with the physical world in which he 
is immersed. He wants to once again recapture--or perhaps 
capture for the first time--a sense of oneness with his own 
enntions and with the basic forces of the universe which he 
feels surge up in his emotions. Rock music, drugs, hippie 
cu~ture, the new quest for the sacred are all, in their own 
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way, revolts against the hyper-rationalism of the hyper
secularized Cartesian society, and attempts (however limited 
in their success) to establish contact with the primal life 
forces. Not on the fringes of the secular society, but at its 
very core in the great universities, we find young men and 
women beginning to lead monastic lives, searching for gunis,
seeking for the Holy, giving themselves over to contemplation, 
detachment, and solitude, withdrawing from the "rat race" iri 
order that. they may maintain perspective on themselves and on 
the life they live. Yet other young people are donning 
strange robes which we can only call vestments, developing new 
kinds of liturgy, which frequently are merely reenactments 
of such old liturgies as witchcraft, and relying on Taro cards, 
the I Ching, and the signs of the zodiac as symbols which will 
bring them in touch with the primordial forces of the universe. 
In other words, they are trying to break through the tyranny 
of the superego and the ego to come into contact with the pre
conscious and the unconscious, for therein they expect they 
will find some sort of meaning, some sort of belonging, and 
some sort of unity with the primal forces in which we all find 
ourselves immersed. 

1he mystical and the liturgical are different from one another 
and nruch that is now passing for both mystical and liturgical 
is, in fact, neither. But the quest for ecstasy, achieved with 
or without artificial help, and either by Dionysian or 
Apollonian methods, seems to be almost as old as mankind. 
Even though such masters of ancient tradisitions of the liturg
ical and the mystical as the Roman Catholic Church seem to have 
abandoned. both traditions in the United States, the traditions 
are s til 1 very nruch alive . One wonders , in passing, whether " 
any of my Roman Catholic brothers know a mystic, nruch less an 
ecstatic. 

Reason rules over man's hunger for the mystical and the orgiastic 
only as a constitutional monarch. 1be Pentecostal hysteria, 
rock mass, folk music, guitars, to say nothing of astrology, 
divination, and oriental mysticism are all a judgment on the 
Western churches for their failure to respond to man's yearning 
for the sacred and the ecstatic. The churches once again did 
not have the courage to believe in themselves or the best of 
their own traditions. They thought that there was no room for 
the mystical in an age of science or for the sacred in .an age 
of reason. Now, when the mystical and the sacred reappear 
again, and with a vengeance, the churches are caught off guard. 
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lbey had always argued that not by cold reason alone does man 
live, and now find themselves surprised to learn that they 
were right. 

It is to be feared that the churches took religion too 
seriously--they forgot that the liturgy was sacred play, and 
that the -sacred is something far too important to be anything 
but playful. lbe li turgie·s in the world of psychedelia are 
authentically playful, while much of the liturgies of the 
organ~zed churches are somber, dull, and lifeless. Religions 
which preach life and the resurrection· must display vitality 
in their worship forms and they cannot be vital unless they 
are playful. But one fears that it is not enough simply to 
have playful liturgy; one must also have playful liturgists. 
Saint Theresa's famous invocation, "from silly devotions and 
sour faced saints deliver us, oh Lord" is more relevant today 
than it ever was, for if the churches are to respond to modern 
man's search for unity with the primal forces of the universe, 
then they must be open to the playful as well as to the 
ecstatic and the contemplative, for you cannot become an 
e€static or a contemplative unless you are able to detach 
yourself enough from the responsibilities of everyday life to 
be playful • . The churches felt that things were far too 
serious for them to risk playfulness. They were under attack 
and did not have enough confidence in themselves. Playfulness 
was a luxury which must be dispensed with. Once again, they 
did not have enough faith. 

In st.nmnary, then, the challenges for th.e organized churches 
in years to come are to be found in man's search for personal 
meaning, for love and intimacy, for a more profotmd appreciation 
of sexuality, and for closer unity with the primal forces of 
the universe. These are challenges which the Judeo-Christian 
churches ought to welcome, because they are challenges which 
sp~ak to the best of their own traditions--but the elements 
of these traditions in which the churches themselves seem to 
have regrettably lost some confidence. Those who urge the 
churches to forget about their tradition and to try and adjust 
to the fads and fashions of the moment are false prophets, and 
must not be heeded. The churches are weak now, not because 
they have failed to adjust to the liberal, secularized Cartesian 
world, but because, if anything, they have over-adjusted. Their 
position is weak, not because they are irrelevant, but because 
they have tried to be too relevant, and hence have always been 
one step behind the latest fashion. They have tried to conform 
when they should have prophesied. 1bey have tried to adjust 
to a brave new world instead of seeing a vision of a yet better 
world. And now they find themselves in the paradoxical position 
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of having to save liberal scientific society from its own 
folly~ while at the same time responding to the new challenges 
of a post-scientific age. History repeats itself. The culture 
of Greece and Rome was preserved, to the extent that it was 
preserved at all, by the religion which Greece ahd Rome had 
persecuted. However inadequate the synthesis between Christi
anity and Hellenic culture was, it nonetheless preserved 
Hellenic culture when the barbarians had destroyed the founda
tion for that culture. 1be liberal, scientific, democratic, 
secular society is in deep trouble as a new generation of 
romanticists, if not barbarians, openly and avowedly reject 
all it stands for. The churches are in somewhat of a dilerrona, 
for the issues of meaning, belonging, love, sex, and the 
sacred which these new romanticists have raised are issues of 
profound importance to the churches. Religion is hard put to 
respond to these questions because it has, if anything, become 
over-ident1fied with the rational scientific society, a 
society which has generally held religion in profound contempt. 
The churches Jllllst divest themselves of this over-identification 
so that they may be true to the best of their own traditions. 
But they nrust do so in such a way as to preserve all the wisdom 
and truth and goodness which the liberal scientific society 
has brought to the world--as unfashionable as it is to intimate 
at the present time in certain circles that liberalism has 
acco~lished anything, or that science has accomplished any
thing. It will not be an easy task for organized religion to 
pull off, for the issues are far more complicated than they 
were in the early Middle Ages, and one looks in vain for the 
prophets, the scholars, an4 for the organizational leaders who 
are capable of giving direction to this critical effort. What 
is needed is men who can believe simultaneously in the past, 
the present,' and the future--men who can say both/and instead 
of either/or--a saying which has always been hard for religious 
leaders. 

Finally, what sort of organizational stI1lctures are needed for 
the churches of the next century? If our predictions about the 
the challenges of the future are correct, the churches will have 
to be flexible, confident, experimental, and open-ended in 
their structures. They will have to engage in constant 
dialogue with the leading ideas of their time, yet not in such 
a way as to presume that such ideas at a given time are auto
matically superior to their own vision. The churches will 
have to facilitate and encourage the proliferation of various 
small ecclesi~l corrununities within their structures, rejoicing 
in diversity and plurafonnity. They will have to find ways to 
combine openness and trust and love with efficiency, scholarship 
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and corporate responsibility--surely one of the great 
challenges of the era. 'I1ley will also have to readjust their 
perspectives so th.at palyfulness, contemplation~ and mysticism 
are not viewed as an affront to good organizational principles. 

Organized religion, theref9re, will not cease to be organized, 
but will be better organized. It is perhaps the supreme 
paradox of our time that those very qualities which we are 
calling for in religious organizations may be required in all 
ht.unan organizations if our genius for elaborating corporate 
structures· is to be prevented from producing monsters which 
will squeeze humanity out of all relationships . But then one 
ought not to be surprised, in the final analysis, that the 
church is called upon to show the way in the re-structuring 
and hlunanization of corporate structures, for after all, that 
is where the church belongs--in the vanguard, in the leading 
edge. 
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